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 Obesity remains a tremendous national and global health epidemic and causes increased risk for 

any number of serious diseases. In the field of obesity, the idea of lipotoxicity (accumulation of toxic 

lipids in cells unable to handle them) has become an accepted concept, with increases in tissue lipids 

being recognized to cause tissue dysfunction during obesity. One of these lipotoxic lipids is ceramide, a 

sphingolipid. Ceramides have been demonstrated to blunt insulin sensitivity and contribute to numerous 

obesity-related impairments of tissue function, as seen in vascular endothelium, pancreatic islets, heart 

failure, and muscle, liver, and adipose insulin signaling. Recently, it has been shown that during obesity 

ceramides accumulate in the hypothalamus, the region of the brain known to regulate many aspects of 

metabolism. As hypothalamic lipid metabolism is rapidly being established as a key player in whole-body 

metabolic homeostasis, we became interested in whether this ceramide accumulation in the brain is 

another avenue via ceramide accumulation during obesity causes its numerous deleterious effects. To 

study this, we have overexpressed acid ceramidase in neurons in the ventromedial hypothalamus 

(VMH); this will decrease ceramide content specifically in this brain region vital to the control of glucose 

homeostasis and body weight. We found that ceramide accumulation in the VMH during obesity drives 

glucose intolerance without changing body weight or insulin sensitivity, and that this effect is due to an 

increase in glucagon sensitivity. Furthermore, we have included a general investigation on ceramide 

synthesis in response to high fat diet, as well as a blueprint for future studies of sphingolipid metabolism 

in the brain. 
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Chapter 1 

Sphingolipids and body weight regulation – heading into the future 

 

Introduction 

Despite its recognition as a key driver of morbidity and mortality, obesity remains a major public 

health crisis, with greater than 1/3rd of adults in the United States being classified as obese[1, 2]. Obesity 

carries with it a number of comorbidities, vastly increasing the risk for related diseases like type 2 

diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease[3, 4]. For many years, aberrant lipid accumulation outside 

of adipose tissue during obesity has been recognized as a driver of obesogenic morbidity and mortality, 

an effect termed “lipotoxicity” due to the toxic effects of lipid accumulation in tissues unadapted to 

their storage[reviewed in 5]. Efforts to isolate which lipid species are responsible for the destructive 

effects of hyperlipidemia have been successful in identifying sphingolipids and diacylglycerol as two 

broadly accepted mediators of insulin resistance and lipotoxicity[6]. 

A great deal of work has been done in recent years to characterize the effects of sphingolipid 

accumulation on insulin sensitivity and lipotoxic organ failure in any number of paradigms, with the 

general finding that accumulation of sphingolipids such as ceramide and glucosylceramide promote 

insulin resistance [reviewed in 7]. Sphingolipids are a ubiquitous lipid species found in cell and organelle 

membranes. They are created by a decarboxylation reaction of palmitoyl-CoA with serine, and the 

subsequent addition of a second, variable-length fatty acid chain, ultimately resulting in the production 

of ceramide. Ceramide is then able to be derivativized in a number of enzymatically-driven reactions, 

yielding e.g. ceramide-1-phosphate, sphingosine, glucosylceramide, or sphingomyelin. Although 

sphingolipids have been thoroughly studied in the context of type 2 diabetes mellitus and lipotoxic 

organ damage, comparatively less focus has been devoted to the study of sphingolipids and body weight 

regulation. We review below the effects of sphingolipids, and particularly ceramide on body weight 
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regulation in studies which directly modulate sphingolipid synthesis and disposal, with a focus on recent 

findings and future endeavors.  

Whole body and peripheral sphingolipid metabolism perturbations 

 The sphingolipid synthesis pathway has a number of known pharmacologic modifiers, acting at 

various enzymatic steps in the pathway. Most notable in its usage, tolerability, and broad salutary 

effects has been myriocin, which inhibits the first, rate-limiting enzyme in the ceramide synthesis 

pathway, serine palmitoyltransferase[8]. Myriocin has been administered in a number of studies in 

animals undergoing high fat feeding, and results in consistent improvements in insulin sensitivity in a 

number of target tissues[9, 10]. Similarly, L-cycloserine (another inhibitor of serine palmitoyltransferase) 

and amitriptyline (an inhibitor of acid sphingomyelinase, which converts sphingomyelin into ceramide) 

both serve to reduce ceramide content and improve insulin sensitivity[9, 11, 12]. Importantly, blocking 

ceramide synthesis also improves body weight control: chronic whole-body treatment with inhibitors of 

ceramide synthesis during high fat feeding increases oxygen consumption [9, 12, 13], improves body 

composition [12, 14], decreases weight gain [11-13, 15], and increases activity [13], while seeming to 

have little effect on food intake [11-13]. These complementary effects point to the importance 

of ceramide synthesis and accumulation in promoting high fat diet-induced obesity.  

 Following its synthesis, ceramide can be further converted into a number of related 

metabolites. The attachment of sugar moieties by glucosylceramide synthase (GCS) results in 

glucosylceramides, which have been demonstrated to inhibit insulin sensitivity[7]. Although 

glucosylceramides are characterized to have a role in obesity-related insulin resistance, the 

data regarding GCS inhibitors and control of body weight and composition are mixed. Some 

reports demonstrate that oral pharmacologic GCS inhibitor treatment does not alter leptin 
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deficient, diet-induced, and chow-fed weight gain[16-19], while other reports have 

demonstrated that GCS inhibition strongly reduces body weight in both leptin deficient and 

lean settings [20-24]. However, it is important to note that the studies demonstrating body 

weight effects with GCS inhibition all occur with the GCS inhibitor AMP-DNM, while the studies 

showing no effect on body weight use various other inhibitors of GCS; it thus remains possible 

that AMP-DNM has some off-target effects not seen in the other inhibitors, causes toxicity-

mediated weight loss, or that as-yet unknown subtleties exist in the modality of GCS inhibition 

between the various drugs.  

Aside from pharmacologic interventions, some investigators have succeeded in 

genetically manipulating high fat fed animals to alter ceramide synthesis and degradation. One 

route of disrupting ceramide synthesis has been to knock out the rate-limiting enzymes of 

sphingolipid synthesis, serine palmitoyltransferase 1 & 2 (SPT1 & SPT2). A report demonstrated 

that knocking out SPT2 only in adipose tissue results in reduced HFD-induced weight gain and 

fat mass, due to increased adipose tissue browning and energy expenditure[12]. However, 

another group independently generated and studied adipose-specific SPT2 knockout animals; in 

this study, alterations in body weight with high fat feeding were not apparent, but a reduction 

in body fat mass remained, which was attributed to a severe lipodystrophy [25]. Similarly, 

another group has generated adipose-specific SPT1 knockout animals, which also demonstrate 

a lipodystrophic phenotype; alterations in body weight were not reported[26]. Finally, whole-

body SPT2 haploinsufficient mice have been generated, and demonstrate reduced body weight 

gain when provided HFD, with no report of lipodystrophy[27]. 
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 Although SPT1/2 are rate-limiting and vital enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis, they do 

not confer any chain length specificity to the second fatty acid chain in the final ceramide 

product; this is done by the ceramide synthase enzymes, CerS1-6, which acylate sphinganine 

while each displaying preference for various chain length fatty acid chains[28]. Disruption of the 

ceramide synthases has been demonstrated by multiple groups with differing effects on 

metabolism depending on the site of deletion and ceramide synthase isoform. First, whole-

body knockouts of ceramide synthase 6 (CerS6) show reduced body weight gain and body fat 

percentage on HFD, an effect attributed by the investigators to alterations in C:16 ceramide 

content [29]. Furthermore, deleting CerS6 specifically in brown adipose or liver improved body 

composition and HFD-induced weight gain, respectively [29]. Similarly, ceramide synthase 5 

(CerS5) whole body knock-out animals have reduced body weight gain and improved insulin 

sensitivity on HFD, again occurring with substantial reductions of tissue C:16 and C:18 

ceramides[30]. Conversely, haploinsufficiency of ceramide synthase 2 (CerS2) confers 

protection from HFD-induced insulin resistance, without altering body weight; CerS2 

happloinsufficient animals did display a surprising increase in fat mass, despite their unchanged 

body weights[31]. This effect was attributed to compensatory increase in other ceramide 

synthases (CerS5 and CerS6), which (as shown above) drive deleterious effects on metabolism 

and weight gain. 

 After the acylation of sphinganine by a member of the CerS family, the final step in 

ceramide synthesis is a desaturation reaction carried out by dihydroceramide desaturase 

(Des1). Previously, members of our group have created Des1 knockout mice, which are born as 

unhealthy runts and ultimately die before 3 months of age with an abundance of abnormal 
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phenotypes[10]. Heterozygous Des1 knockout mice are grossly normal, but display increased 

adiposity and body weight on both chow and high fat diet despite improvements in insulin 

sensitivity[14]. The effects of Des1 in regards to ceramide metabolism are confounding, 

however; Des1 heterozygous animals were previously demonstrated to not have reduced tissue 

ceramide, although an increase in the ceramide:dihydroceramide ratio was reported, making 

any direct inferences of ceramide effects difficult[10]. 

Rather than knocking out enzymes of ceramide synthesis, some have deleted enzymes 

of ceramide depletion or modification. Sphingomyelin synthase converts ceramide into 

sphingomyelin, acting as a sink for cellular ceramide pools. Whole-body sphingomyelin 

synthase 2 (SMS2) knockout mice have been created; surprisingly, SMS2 knockouts have 

reduced body weight gain on HFD despite an increase in tissue ceramide, a finding attributed to 

decreased sphingomyelin content[27]. Ceramide kinase (CERK) converts ceramide into 

ceramide-1-phosphate, acting similar to SMS2 in its effects to decrease cellular ceramide pools. 

Whole-body CERK knockout mice have been reported, and demonstrate reduced body weight 

and adipose tissue inflammation on HFD[32].  

 Although others have chosen to genetically delete enzymes related to ceramide 

synthesis and degradation, our lab has utilized overexpression models to probe the effects of 

ceramide accumulation on body weight gain. Previously, we have overexpressed acid 

ceramidase or adiponectin receptors (which have intrinsic ceramidase activity[33-36]) targeted 

to white adipose, liver, muscle, macrophage, and brown adipose tissue with doxycycline-

inducible genetic systems [37][35, 38][39][40]. Despite improvements in insulin sensitivity 
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resulting from reductions in tissue and serum ceramide, changes in body weight were not 

detected in any of these studies. 

An aspect of sphingolipid studies that bears examination is the concept of ceramide 

trafficking between tissues. The study of this concept is quite complicated in practice, as tissue 

ceramide content can be affected by multiple factors: trafficking from distant tissues, systemic 

inflammation, and body weight changes. These confounding factors render many mouse 

models uninstructive. For instance, any tissue-specific mouse model causing changes in body 

weight are immediately confounding, as decreased body weight predicts decreased tissue 

ceramide. Similarly, manipulations which change tissue inflammation often come with a 

decrease in systemic inflammatory cytokines which are known drivers of ceramide synthesis. 

For instance, in our tissue-specific studies, we have noted that lowering ceramide content in 

adipose tissue can decrease ceramide accumulation in liver, and vice versa[35, 38]; however, 

these changes were seen in the context of reduced tissue inflammation, making a direct 

inference of ceramide trafficking difficult. It is known, however, that ceramide trafficking does 

occur and is important in the pathology of insulin resistance; low density lipoprotein binds 

ceramide in obesity, and exogenous treatment of animals with ceramide-laden lipoproteins 

causes insulin resistance[41]. 

Ceramides and central body weight regulation 

 From the studies reviewed above we conclude that ceramide accumulation during 

obesity is a causative factor in body weight gain; blocking ceramide synthesis through genetic 

or pharmacologic means results in reduced body weight in many experiments, with few 
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manipulations increasing body weight.  Importantly, changes in body weight resulting from 

altered ceramide metabolism typically require whole-body pharmacologic or genetic 

manipulation. Tissue-targeted (e.g. liver, adipose tissue) alterations in sphingolipid content tend to 

alter only tissue insulin sensitivity without affecting body weight, with only one report of ceramide 

disruption in liver showing a minor reduction in body weight gain during HFD[29]. Conversely, the whole 

body manipulations reviewed above tend to have strong effects on body weight control. 

Although aspects of body weight regulation are well characterized to be regulated in peripheral 

tissues, the master orchestrator of these players lies in the brain: the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus 

has been known for many years to be the central homeostatic regulator, with its outputs altering all 

axes of body weight regulation: food intake, thermal- and activity-based energy expenditure, and body 

composition. As noted above, the manipulations of ceramide metabolism that affect body weight are 

typically whole-body manipulations with either constitutive genetic knockouts or pharmacologic means 

rather than targeted to peripheral metabolic tissues such as liver, adipose tissue, and muscle. This 

suggests that the control of body weight by ceramide is accomplished outside of these peripheral, 

metabolically-important tissues. As the hypothalamus is another vital player in the control of body 

weight, the data reviewed above suggest the hypothesis that paradigms which modulate ceramide 

metabolism exert their effects on body weight through altering brain ceramide metabolism. Generally, 

hypothalamic lipid metabolism is becoming recognized as a participant in body weight regulation 

[reviewed in 42], and recent evidence suggests that sphingolipids specifically play a key role in altering 

hypothalamic control of body weight.  

Importantly, multiple reports demonstrate that ceramide content is increased in the 

hypothalami of mice in obesity or in response to lipid infusions[43, 44], suggesting that hypothalamic 

weight control may be impaired by ceramide accumulation during the evolution of obesity. To 
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understand the importance of ceramides in central body weight regulation, investigators have 

successfully modulated hypothalamic ceramide levels by applying pharmacologic agents, hormones, or 

short-chain ceramides to the brain through intracerebroventricular cannulae. These studies have 

revealed a few interesting insights into sphingolipid influences on central control of body weight. First, 

hypothalamic ceramide synthesis and degradation appear to be mediated in part by hormonal cues; 

acute administration of leptin [45] or ghrelin [46] rapidly alters ceramide content in mouse 

hypothalamus. These changes in ceramide content (decreased by leptin, increased by ghrelin) are 

congruent with the hormones’ effects on food intake (decreased by leptin, increased by ghrelin), 

supporting a role for dynamic alterations in ceramide content in controlling food intake. In agreement, 

arcuate nucleus infusions of myriocin (which blocks ceramide synthesis) were able to decrease food 

intake, consistent with the effects of leptin and ghrelin on both food intake and ceramide levels. 

Interestingly, infusion of ceramide itself does not acutely alter food intake, despite being able to block 

leptin-induced decreases in food intake [45-47]. This raises the question: why does altering ceramide 

content indirectly (by modulating synthesis or disposal via hormonal or pharmacological methods) alter 

food intake, but directly increasing ceramide content (with exogenous supply) does not? Many plausible 

explanations exist, including differences in the sites of endogenous ceramide synthesis compared with 

the effects of a broad ceramide delivery, an insufficient mass of C2 ceramide being provided to 

recapitulate an opposing effect to myriocin, or myriocin-mediated changes in the content of other 

sphingolipids. 

Aside from its effects on food intake, one report has also demonstrated that infusion of 

ceramide into the hypothalamus reduces energy expenditure (without altering food intake) by reducing 

sympathetic outflow to brown adipose tissue[47], resulting in increased body weight. This effect was 

attributed to ER stress-mediated alterations in ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) function; when 

chaperone protein was exogenously supplied via adenovirus, ceramide-induced ER stress in the VMH 
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was reversed and brown adipose tissue function was restored. Interestingly, the report also 

demonstrated that central ceramide administration can induce insulin resistance, which was similarly 

reversed by reducing ER stress. Further recent work has demonstrated that ceramide levels are 

dynamically altered in the hypothalamus by thyroid hormone, and that this action is important in the 

control of brown adipose tissue (and subsequently body weight) by the VMH[48].  

Though less studied than the hypothalamus in relation to obesity, the hippocampus is also 

beginning to be appreciated for its role in central control of body weight[reviewed in 49]. One report has 

noted that AAV-Cre mediated knockout of hippocampal lipoprotein lipase (LPL) in mice causes increased 

hippocampal ceramide content, which drives weight gain through decreasing energy expenditure 

independent of changes in food intake[50]. Importantly, blocking ceramide synthesis with myriocin in 

the hippocampus rescues the body weight and energy expenditure phenotypes in these animals. 

Similarly, tyloxapol (an LPL inhibitor) injections into the hippocampus of rats had identical effects as the 

mouse LPL knockout, which were again reversed with myriocin treatment[50]. 

To our knowledge, only two reports of non-AAV-mediated genetic manipulations of sphingolipid 

metabolism targeted to the central nervous system exist. Using tamoxifen-inducible conditional 

genetics, investigators have deleted GCS in neurons of developed animals. These neuronal GCS knockout 

animals become remarkably obese, a finding attributed to alterations in leptin receptor signaling in 

hypothalamic neurons[51]. Importantly, ceramide levels in the hippocampus were noted to be 

unchanged in GCS knockout animals, while ceramide content in the hypothalamus was not reported. 

Further, this group reported in a separate study that knocking out GCS in neurons also alters 

hypothalamic insulin receptor signaling while blunting fasting-induced lipolysis in adipose tissue[52], 

again supporting a role of central glycosphingolipids in controlling whole-body metabolism. 
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Thus, a small but growing body of literature has begun linking regulation of ceramide content 

within the hypothalamus and hippocampus to neuronal output regulating insulin sensitivity, body 

weight, food intake, and brown adipose tissue function. A critical question remains, however: how does 

ceramide accumulation in the context of obesity affect neuronal function? One possibility is that 

ceramides affect neuronal receptor signaling with mechanisms that have been well-characterized in 

peripheral tissues, including the activation of the kinase PKCζ and protein phosphatase 2A and 

subsequent inhibition of PI3K-Akt signaling[53, 54]. In peripheral tissues, this action is vital in the context 

of insulin receptor inhibition by ceramide accumulation. As insulin receptor signaling plays a vital role in 

neuronal control of metabolism when knocked out of whole brain or discrete neuron populations[55-

59], it is attractive to postulate that ceramide-induced decrements in insulin receptor signaling in the 

brain is one mechanism by which ceramide alters body weight control. Similarly, the adipokine leptin is 

known to be vital to central control of body weight[60-62]. Interestingly, leptin can also activate PI3K-

Akt signaling, and these effects are also important for central control of metabolism[63]. Thus, 

ceramide-driven impairments in leptin-induced PI3k-Akt signaling may also be a mechanism by which 

ceramide influences body weight control. Alternatively, it has been demonstrated that alterations in 

sphingolipid content can alter neurogenesis [reviewed in 64], which may play a key role in the 

hypothalamic control of metabolism[65, 66]. Finally, ceramides are integral to lipid raft formation, which 

plays a role in synaptic plasticity[reviewed in 67]; ceramide accumulation during high fat feeding may 

therefore alter synaptic function in neurons which control metabolism. 

Considerations and future directions 

 The above studies of central ceramide and body weight control, while certainly valuable, do 

have some important drawbacks that bear consideration. First, the pharmacologic studies uniformly 

apply exogenous short-chain ceramides or sphingolipid synthesis inhibitors through invasive cannulae to 

various regions of the brain. This does not replicate well any subtleties that may exist in physiologic 
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rates of ceramide synthesis, disposal, and spatial distribution, instead allowing for a broad bathing of the 

target region in ceramide or inhibitor. At a discrete level, it is impossible to dissect the effects of 

ceramide accumulation in different cell types; neuronal nuclei are highly heterogeneous, particularly 

those in the metabolically-important hypothalamus. Furthermore, owing to the difficulty of chronic 

studies where brain manipulations are concerned, the above studies were completed in acute time-

courses; conversely, it is plausible that many of the effects of ceramide accumulation require both a 

longer time course and an endogenous accumulation/disposal pattern. Finally, injections into brain 

regions are not perfectly accurate; spillover into various nearby nuclei (or in the case of ventricular 

injections, more distant brain regions) is certainly expected.  

 To complement these studies, we would propose various improvements. First would be longer-

duration pharmacologic interventions. For instance, mini-pumps delivering myriocin, L-cycloserine, C2 

ceramide, or GCS inhibitors directly ventricles or brain regions could be utilized which last multiple 

weeks rather than the above paradigms which lasted at most 5 days; mini-pumps are commercially 

available to satisfy these specifications. This would better mimic the chronic time-course of high-fat diet 

induced obesity and any changes which require more than a hours or days to occur. Further, we predict 

that experiments altering rates of ceramide synthesis and degradation in their endogenous contexts will 

be more instructive than experiments dumping exogenous lipids into central structures in an 

indiscriminate manner. 

 Of greater importance, however, would be the expanded use of genetic mouse models that 

alter ceramide synthesis/disposal in the CNS. These models allow much greater temporal, spatial, and 

pathway-specific control over the manipulations of ceramide concentrations. Importantly, many of the 

requisite mouse lines have already been generated for study in other contexts: many neuron-specific 

Cre recombinase lines have been generated by neuroscientists, and a number of loxP-flanked ceramide 

synthesis enzymes, derivation enzymes, and sphingolipid receptors have been generated by lipid 
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biologists. It is vital that studies which aim to alter sphingolipid synthesis and degradation in neurons be 

done in an inducible manner. Aside from the standard concerns of developmental and synaptic 

programming of hypothalamic neurons[68], sphingolipids (and glycosphingolipids in particular) are 

known to be vital for neuronal development; constitutive whole-body knockouts of glucosylceramide 

synthase, ceramide galactosyltransferase, ceramide kinase, and acid sphingomyelinase in humans and 

mouse have led to severe neurological and behavioral defects, sometimes to the point of lethality[69-

72]. Thus, to ensure that proper developmental programming of neurons is retained, inducible models 

of sphingolipid perturbation should be utilized, such as tamoxifen-inducible cre and doxycycline-

inducible Tet-on/Tet-off systems should be used.  
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Chapter 2 

High fat feeding alters sphingolipid metabolism in a tissue-specific manner 

 

Introduction  

 To date, a thorough examination of sphingolipid metabolism in response to high fat feeding has 

not been reported in the literature. Although it is well-characterized that ceramides and other 

sphingolipids play a role in body weight control (see Chapter 1) and insulin sensitivity[7], little is known 

of the kinetics and tissue distribution of these effects in the evolution of obesity. Indeed, numerous 

reports have measured ceramide content in a tissue of interest after sundry manipulations such as 

inflammatory insults, high fat diet, and genetic obesity. However, none have systematically interrogated 

changes in the expression of enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism in response to metabolic stress. To 

examine this, we have completed a time-course analysis of the expression of sphingolipid metabolism 

enzymes in response to high fat feeding. 

Methods 

Animals and diets. C57Bl6 mice were bred in-house. Animals were kept on a standard 12-hr light:dark 

cycle. Starting at 10-weeks of age, animals were randomly assigned to groups, and provided the 

designated diet. Chow diet was composed of 23.9% protein, 5% fat, and 48.7% carbohydrate, while high 

fat diet was comprised of 20.5% protein, 36% fat, and 36% carbohydrate (Bio Serv). All animal 

experiments were approved and done according to the standards of the University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

ITT-sacrifice. Animals were fasted for 3-hr before an injection of insulin (0.75 U/kg). Blood glucose was 

monitored for thirty minutes before animals were sacrificed. Tissues were rapidly dissected and snap 

frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
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mRNA measurement. Tissue mRNA was extracted using Trizol and converted into cDNA with a 

commercially-available kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR was carried out in a Roche 

qPCR machine using the primer sequences in Table 2.1. Gapdh or Rps18 were used as housekeeping 

genes. 

Results  

High fat feeding induces hyperglycemia. To assay the effect of HFD-feeding on the enzymes of 

sphingolipid metabolism, we provided 10-week old animals with either chow or HFD for varying lengths 

of time, as demonstrated in Fig 2.1A. Despite 60 days of HFD feeding, there was no significant change in 

body weight during the experiment (Fig 2.1B), likely due to the effect of age-dependent susceptibility to 

HFD-weight gain; younger animals are relatively resistant to HFD-induced weight gain compared to more 

mature animals. At the end of the dietary intervention, an insulin tolerance test was performed on 

animals prior to sacrifice and tissue harvest. As expected, 2 months of HFD was sufficient to cause 

fasting hyperglycemia (Fig 2.1C), which was maintained throughout the course of an insulin tolerance 

test (Fig 2.1D).  

Enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis are increased in skeletal muscle, but decreased in heart in response to 

HFD. Following the insulin tolerance test, three skeletal muscles (diaphragm, soleus, and quadriceps) 

were isolated along with heart, and the mRNA of sphingolipid synthesis enzymes were measured. In 

diaphragm (Fig 2.2A), soleus (Fig 2.2B), and quadriceps (Fig 2.2C) a consistent increase in the expression 

of ceramide synthases was noted (Cers1-6) with high fat feeding, while the various ceramidases (Asah1, 

Asah2, Acer2, and Acer3) tended to increase to a much lesser extent or not at all. Furthermore, enzymes 

of sphingolipid modification (Cerk, Ugcg, and Sk2) changed in a tissue-dependent manner; in diaphragm 

and soleus, little change was noted in response to HFD, while quadriceps from HFD-fed animals 

demonstrated an upregulation in both Cerk and Sk2. In stark contrast to the interrogated skeletal 
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muscles, heart responded to HFD by broadly decreasing most enzymes of ceramide synthesis (Fig 2.2D) 

while also decreasing enzymes of ceramide degradation and sphingolipid modification.  

Enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis are decreased in the adipose tissue during high fat feeding. Similarly, 

the enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism were interrogated in subcutaneous white adipose tissue 

(sWAT). In SWAT, we were surprised to find striking decreases in many enzymes of sphingolipid 

synthesis and metabolism during the time-course of HFD-feeding, with most ceramide synthases and 

both Spt1 and Spt2 being strongly suppressed after only a day of HFD (Fig 2.3A). Enzymes of sphingolipid 

modification (Sk1, Sk2, Ugcg, and Cerk) were also either unchanged or decreased in response to HFD.    

Enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis are decreased in liver and small intestine of HFD-fed mice. In the liver 

of HFD-fed mice, enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis were generally either unchanged or decreased with 

high fat feeding (Fig 2.4A). Interestingly, Cers1-5 demonstrated a trend toward decreasing with high fat 

diet; in stark contrast to the other enzymes, Cers6 was increased in the liver after two months of HFD. 

Similarly, in the small intestine most enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism were either unchanged or 

decreased, again with the notable exception of Cers6 which was strongly increased even after just one 

day of HFD (Fig 2.4B).  

Enzymes of sphingolipid synthesis are not increased in the brains of HFD-fed mice. Following the insulin 

tolerance test, the hypothalamus and hippocampus were dissected from rest of the brain, and the 

mRNA of sphingolipid synthesis enzymes was measured. Transcriptional control of sphingolipid 

metabolism enzymes was remarkably tight in the brain regions interrogated in response to HFD. In 

hypothalamus (Fig 2.5A), no significant changes in any enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism was noted, 

although a trend to decreases in some of the ceramide synthesis enzymes was observed. In the 

hippocampus (Fig 2.5B), some enzymes of ceramide synthesis were significantly decreased in HFD-fed 

animals, while ceramide degradation and modification enzymes were mostly unchanged. Finally, in the 
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remaining brain (Fig 2.5C) no consistent changes in response to HFD were noted, although expression of 

two enzymes of ceramide synthesis increased and expression of three enzymes of ceramide degradation 

decreased. As we were particularly surprised by the lack of any noticeable changes in the hypothalamus, 

we wished to validate our dissection and cDNA preparation. To do this, we also measured 

neuropeptides specific to the hypothalamus from these animals, and noted that (as expected from 

properly prepared tissues) there was a strong increase in the mRNA of Pomc and Agrp detected, two 

proteins enriched in the hypothalamus (Supplementary Figure 2.1A). Similarly, we measured Dlg3 as a 

marker of the hippocampus, and noted a strong increase in Dlg3 in the hippocampus when compared to 

both hypothalamus and brain (Supplementary Figure 2.1B).  

Discussion 

 Despite the growing body of literature demonstrating the importance of ceramide accumulation 

in various metabolic tissues during obesity, this report is the first (to our knowledge) to describe the 

tissue-specific contributions to sphingolipid synthesis and degradation in response to high fat feeding. 

Importantly, this study was structured to minimize any potential body weight effects on the expression 

of enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism by sacrificing all animals at identical age and beginning longer-

duration high fat diet feeding in younger animals. Thus, the longer-duration HFD-feeding cohorts started 

at younger ages (Fig 2.1A), when mice are less susceptible to HFD-induced weight gain. At the time of 

sacrifice, a trend of increased body weight was evident in animals fed HFD for longer timespans, but 

there were no significant differences between groups(Fig 2.1B), therefor avoiding any confounding 

changes in sphingolipid metabolism that may occur with increased body weight. 

 Interestingly, the only tissue where broad increases in the enzymes of ceramide synthesis were 

observed was in the skeletal muscles. This was particularly surprising to us, as adipose tissue and liver 

are known to have extremely important roles in sphingolipid metabolism; selectively reducing ceramide 
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content in either adipose or liver is sufficient to massively improve insulin sensitivity[35, 38]. We had 

previously considered muscle as a mostly passive tissue in the scheme of ceramide accumulation, acting 

as a pool for increased ceramide and becoming insulin resistant in response. The finding that muscle 

may play a comparatively outsized role in driving de novo synthesis of ceramide is both surprising and 

important; this may be key in the understanding of whole-body sphingolipid metabolism in the context 

of obesity. Interestingly, these effects do not extend to heart tissue and indicates a strong specificity for 

skeletal muscle rather than cardiac muscle in altering ceramide synthesis in response to high fat diet. 

 The fact that the ceramide synthases (Cers) do not increase in adipose tissue or liver (other than 

Cers6) during HFD may be key to our previous finding that Asah1 overexpression is able to decrease 

ceramide content in these tissues and drive improvements in insulin sensitivity[38]. The product of 

Asah1-mediated degradation of ceramide (and indeed all ceramidase activity) is sphingosine, which can 

be converted by Cers back into ceramide in the classical ceramide salvage pathway[73]. Therefore, the 

increase in Asah1 by genetic overexpression in our previous models will not be compensated for by 

increased Cers activity during high fat feeding in these tissues; indeed, the decreases in Cers in liver and 

adipose may render these tissues particularly susceptible to Asah1 overexpression during HFD. 

Conversely, we have overexpressed Asah1 in muscle, and seen little effect on both tissue ceramide 

accumulation and insulin sensitivity following HFD(unpublished observations). We can now conclude 

that this effect is likely due to the massive upregulation of Cers in muscle, which will rapidly convert the 

sphingosine generated by Asah1 activity back into ceramide, rendering muscle relatively resistant to the 

effects of ceramidase overexpression. 

 We were particularly surprised by the relative lack of any changes in the expression of 

sphingolipid metabolism enzymes in the hypothalamus, as we and others have previously demonstrated 

that ceramide content is enriched in the hypothalami of high-fat fed and lipid-infused mice[43, 44], and 

also in context of the work described in Chapters 3-4. Similarly, hippocampal ceramide metabolism has 
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been implicated in the control of body weight, with increases in hippocampal ceramide being correlated 

to reduced energy expenditure[50]. Our data demonstrate a reduction in hippocampal expression of 

ceramide synthesis enzymes after high fat feeding, arguing against the direct induction of a ceramide 

synthesis program in the hippocampus being a causative factor in HFD-induced weight gain. Similarly, 

hypothalamic expression of sphingolipid synthesis enzymes was also unaltered, arguing against any 

direct effects of sphingolipid metabolism in the hypothalamus. 

Although high fat diet tended to decrease or leave unchanged the expression of sphingolipid 

synthesis enzymes in the liver, the notable exception was Cers6. Interestingly, Cers6 has been knocked 

out in the liver of mice previously, and demonstrated improved insulin sensitivity and decreased body 

weight gain. What was striking, however, was the time course of this effect, which did not occur in liver 

Cers6 knockout mice until 2 months of HFD feeding had been completed; in our studies, we did not see a 

significant upregulation of Cers6 in liver until 2 months of HFD were consumed. Thus, this provides 

evidence of the proof of principle that alterations in the expression of sphingolipid synthesis enzymes 

during HFD bare important consequences for whole-body metabolism.  
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Table 2.1 

Gapdh 5’-AACTTTGGCATTGTGGAAGG 5’-ACACATTGGGGGTAGGAACA 

Rps18 5’- CATGCAGAACCCACGACAGTA 5’- CCTCACGCAGCTTGTTGTCTA 

Spt1 5’-TACTCAGAGACCTCCAGCTG 5’-CACCAGGGATATGCTGTCATC 

Spt2 5’-ATGAAGTTGGGGATCTGCTG 5’-AGGGAGCACCAGAAAGGC 

Kdsr  5’-AGAGTAGGCCGTGAAACCA 5’-TACCTGGGCAGCGTGTAC 

Cers1 5’-CTGTTCTACTTGGCCTGTTG 5’-TCATGCAGGAAGAACACGAG 

Cers2 5’-GTGGAGGTAGACCTTTTGTCAC 5’-CTGGCTTCTCGGAACTTTTT 

Cers3  5’-TGTATAAGTGGGAAGCTTTCAC 5’-AATGTTTCAGACGTTTAGAAAATGGT 

Cers4 5’-TGTCGTTCAGCTTGAGTGAG 5’-AGCAGGCTTCACAGAATTTC 

Cers5 5’-CTCCAACGCTCACGAAATTC 5’-ATGCAGACAGAAGATGAGTG 

Cers6 5’-GTTCGGAGCATTCAACGCTG 5’-CTGAGTCGTGAAGACAGAGG 

Des1 5’-CACCGGTACCTCGGAGCGGA 5’-GTTTGGGATTGATGAACAGGGGT 

Smpd1  5’-ACTCCACGGTTCTTTGGGTTC 5’-CGGCGCTATGGCACTGAAT 

Smpd3  5’-ACACGACCCCCTTTCCTAATA 5’-GGCGCTTCTCATAGGTGGTG 

Smpd4  5’-ATGGCGTTCCCTCACCTACA 5’-TGGCTGGAAAATCCTCAATGAC 

Asah1 5’-CAGGACTGTTCAGTCTTTCAC 5’-GAGTGATAAACCCTACCCACT 

Asah2  5’-GCAAAGCGAACCTTCTCCAC 5’-AGGGCCACTGTGATGACTGT 

Acer2  5’-AGGGGAAGTGAAAGGAGGAG 5’-GTGTGACAATGTGCGTGTGT 

Acer3  5’-CAAGTCTTTGGGGGGTTCT 5’-TCTGGCCAGCAGTCATGTT 

Cerk  5’-CGGTACTGGTGTCGGAGATCA 5’-GTGAATGCGAACGGATTTTCC 

Ugcg  5’-GCACATGAAGAAGACCATGATAT 5’-GAGAATTAACATGCTTCCTGCTA 

Sk1  5’-CTGACGTGGACCTCGAGAGT 5’-ACAGGAAGGTAGGCCAGTTGG 

Sk2  5’-CACGGCGAGTTTGGTTCCTA 5’-CTTCTGGCTTTGGGCGTAGT 

Ormdl1  5’-CCCACAGTGAGGTAAACCC 5’-CAGGAACACTGCAGAAGGG 

Ormdl2  5’-CTTCGCTGTGTGCCACCC 5’-GAGACAGCTGGGGAACAAG 

Ormdl3  5’-GATGGCCAGCACGTAGGA 5’-CAGTCAAGAGGGGTGGCA 

Nogo-A  5’-TGCTGATAAGTTACCAAGGTATCC 5’-GTTTCGTCTGGTCAAGAGGATTT 

Nogo-B  5’-ACACTGACAATGCTGAACACTG 5’-AGGGGCTCGGGCTCAGT 

Nogo-C  5’-GAGCAAGCTGACGCAGTACAAT 5’-AAGGTAGCTCCATTTGGCAT 

Pomc 5’-CGCTCCTACTCCATGGAGCACTT 5’-TCGCCTTCCAGCTCCCTCTTG 

Agrp 5’-ATGCTGACTGCAATGTTGCTG 5’-CAGACTTAGACCTGGGAACTCT 

 

Table 2.1: qPCR primer sequences  
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Figure 2.1 

 

Figure 2.1 High fat feeding causes hyperglycemia in weight- and age-matched mice. A) Schematic of 

experimental set-up. Beginning at 10 weeks of age, animals were provided chow or HFD for the 

indicated intervals. Prior to sacrifice, animals were fasted and an insulin tolerance test was performed. 

B) Body weights were measured at the end of the dietary intervention. C) Blood glucose was measured 

after a 3-hour fast. D) Insulin tolerance tests were performed at the end of the dietary intervention. 

Data shown as mean ± SEM. n = 4-6 per group. * p < 0.05 vs. chow, # p < 0.05 vs. 1-day HFD, @ p <0.05 

vs. 7-days HFD, $ p < 0.05 vs 30-days HFD. 
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Figure 2.2 

 

Figure 2.2 Measurement of sphingolipid metabolism enzymes in skeletal muscle and heart during 

high-fat feeding. Muscles were dissected at the end of the insulin tolerance test. mRNA from the 

enzymes of sphingolipid metabolism was then measured in A) diaphragm, B) soleus, C) quadriceps, and 

D) heart. Enzymes of ceramide synthesis are denoted by a blue underscore, enzymes of ceramide 

degradation are denoted in a red underscore, and enzymes which modify sphingolipids (e.g. 

phosphorylation) are denoted by a black underscore. Data are shown as fold induction over WT as mean 

± SEM. * p < 0.05 vs. chow. n = 4-6 per group. 
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Figure 2.3 

 

Figure 2.3 Measurement of sphingolipid metabolism enzymes in adipose during high-fat feeding. 

Adipose tissue depots were dissected at the end of the insulin tolerance test. mRNA from the enzymes 

of sphingolipid metabolism was then measured in A) subcutaneous adipose tissue. Enzymes of ceramide 

synthesis are denoted by a blue underscore, enzymes of ceramide degradation are denoted in a red 

underscore, and enzymes which modify sphingolipids (e.g. phosphorylation) are denoted by a black 

underscore. Data are shown as fold induction over WT as mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05 vs. chow. n = 4-6 per 

group. 
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Figure 2.4 

 

Figure 2.4 Measurement of sphingolipid metabolism enzymes in visceral organs during high-fat 

feeding. Visceral organs were dissected at the end of the insulin tolerance test. mRNA from the enzymes 

of sphingolipid metabolism was then measured in A) liver and B) small intestine. Enzymes of ceramide 

synthesis are denoted by a blue underscore, enzymes of ceramide degradation are denoted in a red 

underscore, enzymes which modify sphingolipids (e.g. phosphorylation) are denoted by a black 

underscore, and enzymes which modify SPT activity are denoted by an orange underscore. Data are 

shown as fold induction over WT as mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05 vs. chow. n = 4-6 per group. 
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Figure 2.5 

 

Figure 2.5 Measurement of sphingolipid metabolism enzymes in brain during high-fat feeding. Brains 

were dissected at the end of the insulin tolerance test. mRNA from the enzymes of sphingolipid 

metabolism was then measured in A) hypothalamus, B) hippocampus, and C) remaining brain. Data are 

shown as fold induction over WT as mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05 vs. chow. n = 4-6 per group. 
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Supplemental Figure 2.1 

 

Supplementary Figure 1 Expression of hypothalamic and hippocampal markers in dissected brain 

regions. A) To validate proper dissection and cDNA synthesis, two well-characterized hypothalamic 

markers (POMC and AgRP) were measured in brain, hippocampus, and hypothalamus from chow and 1-

d HFD fed animals. B) To validate proper dissection of hippocampus, Dlg3 (a hippocampus marker) was 

measured.  ** p <0.01, *** p < 0.001. n = 7-8 per group. 
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Chapter 3 

Ceramide accumulation in ventromedial hypothalamus during high fat feeding impairs glucose 
homeostasis 

 

Introduction 

 Despite its broad recognition as a public health menace, obesity rates in the USA remain at 

record high levels[1], carrying with it an increased risk for a panoply of diseases[2]. This public health 

crisis points to the need for novel treatments of both obesity and obesity-related illnesses, such as 

cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus; unfortunately, success in developing anti-obesity 

treatments has been lacking[74]. One attractive target of recent interest has been the hypothalamus, 

which is vital to the control of both body weight and glucose homeostasis[75, 76]. Multiple populations 

of neurons reside in the hypothalamus, with diverse roles in regulating body weight control and glucose 

homeostasis[75, 77]. The ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) has been recognized for its role in these 

actions for multiple decades[78]. Indeed, perturbations of the VMH have been shown to alter the 

response to hypoglycemia[79-82], muscle glucose homeostasis[83-86], and body weight regulation[55, 

83, 85-87]. 

 Sphingolipids are a broad class of lipids derived from a decarboxylation reaction of serine and 

palmitoyl-CoA and the addition of a second variable-length fatty acid chain[reviewed in 88]. These 

bioactive lipids have a role in a multitude of biological processes, and in the past few decades have 

become recognized to have a vital role in body weight control (reviewed in Chapter 1) and insulin 

sensitivity[reviewed in 7]. Importantly, ceramides accumulate in the hypothalamus during obesity and 

following intravenous saturated fat infusions [43, 44]. As hypothalamic lipid metabolism has become 

recognized as an important player in whole-body metabolism[42], the logical hypothesis emerges that 

ceramides play a role in hypothalamic control of metabolism during the evolution of obesity. 
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 Indeed, a few recent reports point to a role for ceramides in altering hypothalamic function in its 

regulation of metabolism and body weight control. Two reports have indicated that altering 

hypothalamic ceramide content via exogenous ceramide administration or inhibitors of ceramide 

synthesis can change food intake[45, 46]. Furthermore, a 5-day intracerebroventricular treatment of 

ceramide causes reduced insulin sensitivity and increased body weight gain due to reduced brown 

adipose tissue energy expenditure[47]. Importantly, these effects were in part mediated by the VMH, as 

adenoviral delivery of chaperone proteins to the VMH could reverse the reduced brown adipose tissue 

energy expenditure. Finally, a recent report has demonstrated that the effects of thyroid hormone on 

brown adipose tissue activation are mediated in part by decreases in ceramide in the VMH[48]. As 

several reports are beginning to identify hypothalamic (and specifically VMH) ceramides in the control of 

whole body metabolism, we decided to interrogate the effect of reducing endogenous ceramides in the 

VMH during high fat diet-induced obesity.  

Methods 

Animals and diets. SF1-AC animals were generated by interbreeding of previously generated SF1-cre, 

rosa26-lox-stop-lox-rtTA, and tet-response-element driven AC (tre-AC)[38, 87, 89]. Animals were 

previously bred to a C57Bl6 background. rtTA+/tre-AC+ animals were bred to rtTA+/tre-AC+/SF1-cre+ 

animals to generate experimental cohorts; wild-type (WT) animals lacked SF1-cre.  For electrophysiology 

and histology experiments, previously engineered animals carrying an engineered SF1-eGFP allele were 

bred to SF1-AC animals, and cre-positive animals were compared to cre-negative[90]. All animals used in 

these studies were littermate/cage-mate males, and all metabolic phenotyping was done on animals of 

identical body weight. For the high fat diet (HFD) studies, high fat-high sucrose diet containing 600 

mg/kg doxycycline was utilized. The chow diet also contained 600 mg/kg doxycycline.  For the pre-

fattening, doxycycline-reversal experiments (Figure 3.4E-F), animals were provided high fat diet without 

dox for 6 weeks before being provided HFD-dox. All animals were kept on a standard 12-hr light:dark 
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cycle, and all manipulations were done between 0700-1700. Body composition was measured at the 

indicated time point by NMR (Bruker, Millerica, MA, USA). 

Oral glucose tolerance tests. For oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTT), animals were placed in a procedure 

room to acclimate and fasted for 5 hours. Glucose (2.5 g/kg) was injected to the stomach via oral gavage 

at the end of the fast, and blood glucose was measured at the indicated points. To measure glucose-

stimulated insulin secretion (Figure 3.4C), serum was drawn before and 15 minutes after the glucose 

bolus.  

Insulin tolerance tests. Unless otherwise noted, animals were placed in a procedure room to acclimate 

and fasted for 3 hours. Insulin was prepared in PBS with a few mg of BSA as a carrier, and injected at 

0.75 U/kg intraperitoneally and blood glucose was measured at the indicated points. To experimentally 

induce hypoglycemia for Figure 3.5G, animals were fasted overnight (20 hours) before being injected 

with a double dose (1.5 U/kg) of insulin, and serum was drawn immediately before the injection and 60 

minutes after the injection to monitor glucagon secretion. 

Serum insulin and glucagon measurement. For all serum insulin measurements, a commercially available 

insulin ELISA (Crystal Chem, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) was used according to manufacturer instructions. 

For serum glucagon measurements, a commercially available glucagon ELISA (Mercodia, Uppsala, 

Sweden) was used according to manufacturer instructions.  

Serum glucose/FFA/glycerol measurement. Serum glucose was measured with handheld glucometers 

(Bayer). Serum free fatty acids and glycerol were measured with reagents according to manufacturer 

instructions (Infinity, Thermo Fisher).  

Serum corticosterone and testosterone measurement. Serum corticosterone and testosterone were 

measured by the University of Virginia Ligand Assay & Analysis Core.  
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Gene expression. Tissues were harvested, dissected as needed, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. To 

extract mRNA, tissues were homogenized in Trizol and extracted according to manufacturer 

specifications (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). mRNA concentration was measured with a 

spectrophotometer, and cDNA was created using a kit according to manufacturer instructions (Thermo 

Fisher). Gene expression was assayed using the primers described in Chapter 2.  

Electrophysiolgy. Electrophysiological recordings of neurons were carried out as previously 

described[91].  

Hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps. Hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps were done as previously 

described. Briefly, animals were fasted for five hours in the morning. Next, 3H-labeled glucose was 

infused for 90 minutes to assay basal hepatic glucose output. During the clamp, animals were clamped 

at 4U/kg/min insulin, and glucose infusion rate was varied until animals achieved a steady-state blood 

concentration of 150 mg/dL glucose. 

Glucagon tolerance tests. To assay glucagon tolerance, animals were fasted for 1 hour to empty the 

stomach before being injected with glucagon at the indicated dose. Blood glucose was monitored at the 

indicated time points. To understand the effect of insulin sensitivity on the glucagon tolerance assay, 

myriocin (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.3 mg/kg) was injected for 3.5 weeks on an every other day schedule. 

Arginine tolerance test. To assay the blood glucose response to endogenous glucagon and insulin 

secretion, arginine (2 g/kg) was injected into 2-hr fasted animals. Blood glucose was measured at the 

indicated time points, and serum was drawn at t = 0 and t = 10 minutes. 

Triolein lipid test. The lipid uptake and oxidation test was performed as previously described[92]. Briefly, 

3H labeled triolein was incorporated into intralipid micelles and diluted in PBS before intravenous 

injection. After a 15-minute incubation, animals were sacrificed, and indicated tissues were harvested. 

Tissues were extracted in chloroform:methanol and aqueous and lipid phases were separated before 
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being counted in a scintillation counter. Tissue lipid oxidation and uptake is presented on a percent/g 

basis, normalized to WT controls. 

Western blot. For immunoblotting analysis, total protein extracts were prepared from liver tissues of 

mice and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The blotted membrane was 

blocked in 1× Tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing 0.1% Tween and 5% (wt/vol) nonfat dry milk (TBST-

MLK) for 1 h at room temperature with gentle, constant agitation. After incubation with primary 

antibodies anti–phospho-CREB, anti-CREB, anti-PEPCK (Cell Signaling Technologies), anti-glucagon 

receptor (Alomone Labs catalog number AGR-021), or anti–γ-tubulin (Sigma) in freshly prepared TBST-

MLK at 4 °C overnight with agitation, the membrane was washed two times with TBST buffer. This was 

followed by incubating with secondary anti-rabbit or anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase-conjugated Ig 

antibodies in TBST-MLK for 1 h at room temperature with agitation. The membrane was then washed 

three times with TBST buffer, and the proteins of interest on immunoblots were detected by an ECL plus 

Western blotting detection system (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The corresponding bands were 

quantified using NIH Image software (version 1.6; available at https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/).  

β-3AR stim test. To assay adipocyte β adrenergic receptor sensitivity, random-fed animals were injected 

intraperitoneally with CL316,243 (Sigma-Aldrich, 1.5mg/kg) and bled at the indicated time points to 

measure serum blood glucose, free fatty acids, and glycerol. 

 

Results 

Generation and validation of mice overexpressing acid ceramidase in SF1-neurons. To study the effects 

of ceramide accumulation in the VMH during obesity in the context of metabolism, we used previously 

generated animals to overexpress acid ceramidase (AC) in SF1 neurons of the VMH. These animals 

(termed SF1-AC) are able to inducibly deplete ceramides in SF1 neurons when provided doxycycline in 

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
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the diet. To generate SF1-AC mice, previously generated and validated SF1-cre mice were bred to 

rosa26-loxP-stop-loxP-rtTA and tet-ON-AC mice [38, 87, 89]. Cre-mediated excision of a stop cassette 

allows for expression of rtTA in SF1-expressing cells. When animals are provided doxycycline in the diet, 

the triple transgenic SF1-AC animals will overexpress AC in cells expressing SF1, and deplete ceramide 

content within these cells (Figure 3.1A). Animals were generally obtained in the expected Mendellian 

ratio (data not shown).  To validate overexpression of AC in SF1-expressing tissues, WT and SF1-AC 

animals were provided doxycycline (600 mg/kg) in high fat diet (HFD). As expected, in tissues which are 

known to express SF1-cre (VMH, adrenal, and testes), an increase in AC mRNA was detected in SF1-AC 

animals, in a dox-dependent manner(Figure 3.1B-D). Tissues without expression of SF1-cre did not 

demonstrate increased AC expression (Supplemental Figure 3.1A). As adrenals and testes can alter 

systemic metabolism through their canonical roles in the secretion of corticosterone and testosterone, 

we measured these hormones to ensure that changes in corticosterone and testosterone were not the 

reason for any ensuing phenotypic changes. Importantly, serum corticosterone (in chow and HFD-fed 

animals) and testosterone (in HFD-fed animals) levels were unchanged in SF1-AC animals (Supplemental 

Figure 3.1B-D), and adrenal tissue histology was grossly normal in chow-fed SF1-AC animals 

(Supplemental Figure 3.1E), arguing against any non-neuronal effects in mediating the phenotypes 

noted below. 

Effect of increased ceramidase activity on SF1-neuron electrophysiological function. To understand the 

effect of acid ceramidase overexpression on neuronal integrity and function, we bred SF1-AC mice to a 

fluorescent SF1-eGFP reporter mouse, allowing for visualization and electrophysiological measurement 

of SF1-neurons in SF1-AC animals. WT::SF1-GFP and SF1-AC::SF1-GFP animals were provided high fat 

diet containing doxycycline for 6 weeks. GFP-labeled neurons in the VMH appeared grossly normal in 

SF1-AC mice (Supplemental Figure 3.2). Although not significant, a trend of depolarized resting 

membrane potential (RMP) was noted in SF1-AC animals, possibly indicating reduced threshold to 
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excitability (Figure 3.2A). However, this increase in resting membrane potential did not alter 

spontaneous action potential frequency (Figure 3.2B). Importantly, SF1-AC mice display a significant 

increase in the frequency of excitatory post synaptic currents (EPSC) and a trend toward an increased 

frequency of inhibitory post synaptic currents (IPSC) (Figure 3.2C-D). Similarly, a trend toward increased 

input resistance, and therefor increased excitability of SF1 neurons was noted in SF1-AC mice (Figure 

3.2H). However, the evoked response to EPSCs and IPSCs remained unchanged between groups (Figure 

3.2E-F).  

VMH ceramide accumulation does not affect body weight or composition control on chow or high fat 

diet. As others have previously implicated hypothalamic ceramide accumulation (and specifically VMH 

ceramide accumulation) in altering body weight control through food intake and brown adipose tissue 

function, we studied the effects of VMH ceramide depletion on body weight gain and body composition. 

To do this, animals were provided dox-chow (Figure 3.3A-B) or dox-HFD (Figure 3.3C-D). Body weight 

(Figure 3.3A & 3.3C) was measured at the indicated time points and was unchanged through the entire 

experiment, while body composition (Figure 3.3B & 3.3D) was also unchanged when measured at three 

months (chow) or two months (HFD) of the experiment, demonstrating that depletion of VMH 

ceramides does not alter body weight or composition in SF1-AC mice in response to either chow or HFD. 

To assay whether tissue size was altered, tissue mass was measured for a cohort of 4-month HFD-fed 

animals, demonstrating no changes in the weight of any of the harvested tissues (Figure 3.3E).  

Depletion of VMH ceramides improves glucose homeostasis. As SF1-neurons are known to regulate 

insulin sensitivity, we hypothesized that altering ceramide content in the VMH may alter glucose 

homeostasis and insulin sensitivity. To test this, we analyzed WT and SF1-AC mice fed dox-chow for 3 

months. Random-fed blood glucose and insulin (Supplemental Figure 3.3A-B) were unchanged. 

Similarly, oral glucose tolerance (Supplemental Figure 3.3C) and insulin tolerance (Supplemental Figure 

3.3D) were unchanged, demonstrating that VMH ceramide depletion does not alter glucose homeostasis 
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in chow fed animals. As it has been noted that manipulations of SF1-neurons typically require a 

metabolic challenge to unveil any phenotypic changes, we also assayed measures of glucose metabolism 

in WT and SF1-AC mice fed dox-HFD. On HFD, oral glucose tolerance was improved in SF1-AC mice 

without changes in insulin secretion (Figure 3.4A-C). Interestingly, AC overexpression in the VMH was 

able to strikingly improve high fat-mediated glucose intolerance in animals pre-fattened with 8 weeks of 

HFD before the addition of dox to the diet (Figure 3.4E-F). However, despite these improvements in 

glucose homeostasis, insulin tolerance was unchanged (Figure 3.4D).  

To understand the mechanism driving this improvement in glucose homeostasis, we performed 

hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps on WT and SF1-AC animals fed HFD-dox. During the clamp, there 

was no difference in the glucose infusion rate required to clamp the animals at steady state, and the 

radiolabeled-glucose disposal remained unchanged between groups (Figure 3.4G-H), validating the lack 

of change in insulin tolerance noted above. We were surprised to find, however, that hepatic glucose 

output was decreased in SF1-AC animals only in the basal (unstimulated) state (Figure 3.4I). Typically 

when changes in hepatic glucose output are discovered during a hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp, 

they are found either during both the basal and clamp state, or only during the insulin-stimulated clamp 

state; we are unaware of any other report of a mouse model where hepatic glucose output is lower 

during the basal state, and not the clamp state. During both the basal and clamped state, no significant 

differences were detected in plasma glucose, insulin, or FFAs (Table 3.1).  

Depletion of VMH ceramides alters glucagon sensitivity. As SF1-neurons have been well-characterized 

to control insulin sensitivity, we were surprised to see an improvement in glucose homeostasis but no 

change in insulin sensitivity in SF1-AC mice. We were particularly confounded by the insights revealed in 

the clamp studies, where hepatic glucose output was lowered only in the basal state. However, previous 

reports have demonstrated alterations in hepatic glucose output in manipulations of SF1-neurons. In 

VMH-lesioned rats and mice with blunted SF1-neuron signaling capability, animals are unable to defend 
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against hypoglycemia due to a defect in secretion of the counterregulatory hormones glucagon, 

epinephrine, and norephinephrine, which serve to raise blood glucose[80, 81]. As the basal 

(unstimulated) state of the clamp is a fasted state, we hypothesized that glucagon secretion or 

sensitivity was impaired in SF1-AC animals, leading to decreased hepatic glucose output and accounting 

for the improvements in glucose tolerance that we had noted earlier. In support of this, we noted 

lowered blood glucose and increased serum triglyceride in HFD-fed, overnight fasted SF1-AC mice 

(Figure 3.4J-K). The decrease in blood glucose was not a result of impaired glucagon secretion, as 

circulating glucagon in SF1-AC mice was not altered in either the fed or fasted condition (Figure 

3.4L).This phenotype is reminiscent of that seen in glucagon receptor knockout animals, which have 

lowered blood glucose and increased fasting triglycerides[93]. 

We thus developed three paradigms by which to evaluate in vivo glucagon secretion and 

sensitivity. First, we used a previously validated pharmacologic intraperitoneal glucagon injection, and 

analyzed blood glucose through the duration of the study. In chow-fed, 5-day-HFD-fed, and 4-month 

HFD-fed SF1-AC animals, glucose excursion in response to glucagon was reduced (Figure 3.5A-F). As a 

comparison, we also carried out these experiments in a well-validated model of improved insulin 

sensitivity: HFD-fed myriocin-injected animals (Supplemental Figure 3.4), where reductions in blood 

glucose are only apparent after the time of glucose excursion in response to glucagon (the first ~ 30 

minutes of the injection). Thus, these acute glucagon injections suggest that AC overexpression in VMH 

can blunt glucagon sensitivity. 

Although these experiments were intriguing, they are also a response to an exogenous, 

nonphysiologic bolus of glucagon. Is endogenous glucagon action similarly blunted? To answer this, we 

fasted HFD-fed WT and SF1-AC animals for 20 hours, and then performed an insulin tolerance test at 

double our standard dosage (1.5 U/kg). This experimental setup will rapidly drive animals into 

hypoglycemia, where both endogenous glucagon secretion and action can be assessed. Although HFD-
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fed SF1-AC animals were able to defend from hypoglycemia during fasting and had similar fasting 

glucagon levels, euglycemia was not sufficiently maintained during the insulin challenge; in response to 

a strong insulin bolus, hypoglycemia was reached more rapidly in SF1-AC animals (Figure 3.5G). 

Importantly, glucagon secretion in the hypoglycemic state was unchanged (Figure 3.5H), suggesting that 

the difference noted in blood glucose was due to changes in glucagon sensitivity rather than changes in 

glucagon secretion.  

To see whether these effects could be magnified, we used a stronger stimulant of glucagon 

secretion: an intraperitoneal arginine injection. Arginine is well-known for its ability to depolarize 

pancreatic alpha and beta cells, causing massive degranulation and release of insulin and glucagon. As 

we have thoroughly demonstrated above, insulin sensitivity is unchanged in SF1-AC animals, so any 

alterations in blood glucose during the experiment must result from changes in glucagon secretion or 

glucagon sensitivity. Indeed, SF1-AC animals had strikingly lower blood glucose following an arginine 

injection, while both insulin and glucagon secretion were unchanged (Figure 3.5I-L). This again suggests 

that glucagon sensitivity is markedly reduced, as the lower blood glucose levels during the assay must 

result from changes in glucagon (and not insulin) sensitivity. Again, glucagon or insulin secretion was 

identical between groups after the arginine injection, ruling out a possibility of a defect or improvement 

of pancreatic hormone secretion. These experiments demonstrate that SF1-AC animals have reduced 

glucagon sensitivity independent of any changes in glucagon secretion. 

Altered glucagon sensitivity does not arise from altered hepatic lipid uptake and oxidation or glucagon 

receptor signaling. To explain the alterations seen in glucagon sensitivity, we first hypothesized that 

changes in hepatic glucagon receptor protein or signaling had occurred. However, glucagon receptor 

protein levels were unaltered in the liver of SF1-AC animals, and SF1-AC mice had a surprising increase in 

PEPCK, the transcription of which is driven by glucagon receptor signaling (Figure 3.6A). Activated 

glucagon receptor is known to increase intracellular cAMP,  which then activates protein kinase A to 
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phosphorylate cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB), leading to its downstream effects on 

glucose output and gluconeogenesis. We hypothesized that the changes in glucagon sensitivity in SF1-AC 

mice may be due to changes in glucagon-stimulated phospho-CREB.  However, glucagon-stimulated p-

CREB was also unaltered in the liver of SF1-AC mice (Figure 3.6A). Thus, glucagon receptor signaling is 

intact, and expression of both the receptor itself and its downstream effectors is unchanged, leading us 

to conclude that hepatic glucagon receptor signaling is grossly intact and does not cause the reduced 

glucagon sensitivity phenotype. We then hypothesized that hepatic energy supply was disturbed in SF1-

AC mice, as this may impair the energy supply needed to drive gluconeogenesis in the liver. We thus 

carried out 3H-labeled triolein lipid tracing experiments, where radiolabeled lipid is packaged into 

intralipid micelles and injected intravenously into fasted animals. This allows for measurement of both 

tissue lipid uptake and oxidation. In liver (and all other measured tissues), no changes in either tissue 

lipid uptake or oxidation were found (Figure 3.6B-C). To further assay adipose tissue function, we 

conducted β3-adrengergic receptor (β3-AR) stimulation, but did not note any changes in serum free 

fatty acids, glycerol, glucose or insulin, suggesting that there are no changes in β3-AR sensitivity 

(Supplemental Figure 3.5). Thus, it is unlikely that altered lipolysis, lipid uptake, or lipid oxidation 

impairs hepatic gluconeogenesis in SF1-AC mice. 

Discussion 

 The above experiments represent the first demonstration of altering endogenous ceramide 

metabolism within targeted neuronal populations. Overexpression of acid ceramidase did not grossly 

impact neuronal function, as confirmed by both the electrophysiology data and the normal body weight 

regulation in SF1-AC mice; disruption of VMH neurons is a classical obesogenic stimulus, and thus the 

unchanged body weight in SF1-AC mice suggests intact VMH function[94]. The ceramidase 

overexpression did not change rates of spontaneous firing or evoked responses in SF1 neurons, but did 

increase excitability in recorded SF1 neurons from SF1-AC animals. We speculate that these effects may 
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be mediated by 1st order SF1 neurons synapsing onto our recorded SF1 neurons in the case of EPSCs, or 

in the case of IPSCs by SF1 neurons increasing activity of inhibitory neurons which then synapse onto 

recorded SF1 neurons. This model implies that ceramidase overexpression serves to increase 

spontaneous synaptic vesicle release, a hypothesis which requires further study. Separately, it has been 

demonstrated that ceramides play a role in lipid raft function and synaptic plasticity; altering ceramide 

content may alter synapse numbers, which may explain the effects seen in increasing both EPSCs and 

IPSCs[67]. 

We demonstrate here that ceramide accumulation in SF1 neurons of the hypothalamus during 

high fat feeding worsens glucose tolerance in a reversible manner. Further, these changes in glucose 

tolerance are not related to insulin sensitivity, but rather reflect changes in glucagon sensitivity through 

an as-yet undescribed mechanism. During the analysis of these experiments, we were continuously 

surprised about the differences in our findings compared to what others have reported when C6-

ceramide is exogenously supplied to the hypothalamus[47, 48]; we had expected our results to be 

directly opposite in nature to the C6-ceramide challenges. As these reports showed that C6-ceramide 

blunts sympathetic nerve activation of brown adipose tissue and subsequently can increase body weight 

in rats, we had expected an opposite finding when overexpressing AC in the VMH of mice. However, our 

data clearly and consistently show over multiple cohorts of animals that there is no effect of AC 

overexpression in SF1 neurons on body weight regulation in both chow and high fat fed animals. 

Similarly, investigators noted that C6-ceramide application to the hypothalamus blunts insulin 

sensitivity, whereas we found no effect of acid ceramidase overexpression on insulin sensitivity during 

insulin tolerance tests and hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps, again over multiple cohorts of animals. 

Although there was no effect of VMH ceramide depletion on body weight or insulin sensitivity in our 

studies, there was a non-significant trend toward smaller brown adipose tissue fat pads, and a similar 

trend toward increased lipid uptake and oxidation in those fat pads (Figure 3.3E & 3.6B-C). Thus, 
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although our data would rule out any effect of ceramide accumulation during diet-induced obesity in 

SF1 neurons on body weight or insulin sensitivity, these data may agree with the effects of modulating 

VMH ceramides on BAT function that others have noted. Regardless, this work reveals a heretofore 

unknown biology of SF1 neurons in the VMH: the regulation of systemic glucagon sensitivity. It will be of 

interest to validate or disprove these findings in other models of SF1 neuron manipulation where 

changes in glucose tolerance are seen without changes in body weight. 

Importantly, the lack of any noticeable phenotype in chow-fed animals argues against any effect 

of AC overexpression on normal neuron function; unlike some other models of perturbed SF1 neurons, 

chow-fed SF1-AC animals had normal body weight, body composition, and insulin sensitivity. The vast 

majority of phenotypic changes were only noted with high fat feeding, in agreeance with previous 

findings that SF1 neurons generally require a metabolic challenge (fasting, exercise, or diet-induced 

obesity) before seeing the effects of SF1 neuron manipulation. 

Although others have demonstrated that altering hypothalamic ceramide metabolism alters 

insulin sensitivity, weight gain, and brown adipose tissue activation, we see none of these effects. Why 

are these results so divergent from other studies of ceramide in the hypothalamus? First, this work only 

modulates ceramide content in SF-1 neurons of the hypothalamus, whereas others have changed 

ceramide content or synthesis in the entire hypothalamus, where many other neuronal populations vital 

to the regulation of body weight and insulin sensitivity also reside. Further, these manipulations are 

acute, exogenous treatments rather than alterations of endogenous sphingolipids during chronic high 

fat feeding. Similarly, others have modulated ER stress in response to ceramide in the VMH with 

adenoviral-mediated gene expression; the VMH is comprised of neurons other than just SF1-neurons, 

and it is thus possible that those neurons mediate ceramide’s effects on insulin sensitivity and body 

weight control. Finally, the exogenous administration of ceramide will also affect glial populations, 

which are rapidly being recognized as key players in the central control of metabolism[95]. 
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Although it is known that ceramides accumulate in the hypothalamus during high fat feeding, an 

open question is the origin of these hypothalamic ceramides. A few possibilities exist: first, hypothalamic 

ceramides may be synthesized from de novo precursors within neurons. Second, ceramides may be 

delivered to and across the blood brain barrier either on lipoproteins in circulation or as constituents of 

freely floating lipid rafts. Finally, hypothalamic astrocytes may produce ceramide and traffic this 

ceramide on lipoprotein to neurons. We prefer the theory of astrocyte, as our preliminary data 

demonstrates a role for astrocyte sphingolipid metabolism in obesity (Chapter 4). 

Finally, this work provides further evidence of the importance of hypothalamic ceramide 

accumulation in driving aspects of metabolic syndrome. It will be of interest to continue this work in 

other neuronal populations, and separately to focus on multiple aspects of ceramide metabolism not 

covered here such as alterations in endogenous synthesis and disposal pathways and perturbations of 

ceramide derivation (i.e. the production of glucosylceramide, sphingosine-1-phosphate, etc.).  
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Table 3.1 

 

Table 3.1: Serum chemistry during hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamp.  
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Figure 3.1 

 

Figure 3.1: Validation of acid ceramidase overexpression in SF1-expressing cells. (A) Schematic of 

mouse genetics allowing for inducible overexpression of AC in SF1 neurons. Animals expressing Cre 

recombinase in SF1-expressing cells were bred to animals expressing rtTA under the control of loxP-

flanked stop cassettes and tet response element-driven acid ceramidase. When animals are provided 

doxycycline in the diet, acid ceramidase in overexpressed in SF1-expressing tissues. Expression of acid 

ceramidase in SF1-expressing tissues: (B) VMH, (C) adrenal, (D) testes. 
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Figure 3.2 

 

Figure 3.2: Acid ceramidase overexpression alters excitability of SF1 neurons WT and SF1-AC mice 

expressing an SF1-eGFP reporter fluorescent were fed high fat diet + dox for 6 weeks before 

electrophysiology recordings. (A) Resting membrane potential of SF1-GFP neurons in WT and SF1-AC 

mice. (B) Frequency of spontaneous action potentials in SF1-GFP neurons. Spontaneous excitatory post-

synaptic current frequency (C) and amplitude (E) and inhibitory post-synaptic current frequency (D) and 

amplitude (F).  
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Figure 3.3 

 

Figure 3.3: SF1-AC mice do not have altered weight gain or body composition on chow or HFD. WT and 

SF1-AC were provided chow (A-B) or HFD (C-D) containing dox. Body weights (A&C) were measured at 

indicated time points. Body composition (B&D) was measured by NMR prior to sacrifice.  
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Figure 3.4 

 

Figure 3.4: SF1-AC mice have improved glucose tolerance without altered insulin resistance. In HFD-

fed WT and SF1-AC mice, glucose tolerance (2.5g/kg, (A-C)) and insulin tolerance (0.75u/kg,(D)) were 

analyzed. A separate cohort of animals were provided high fat diet without dox for 8 weeks, to examine 

whether HFD-induced glucose intolerance could be reversed. Glucose tolerance tests (2.5 g/kg) were 

administered before and 5 days after animals were switched to HFD-dox. Paired responses of WT (E) and 

SF1-AC (F) are shown. (G-I) Hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps were used to assay changes in insulin 

sensitivity. Glucose uptake (G), glucose infusion rate (H), and hepatic glucose output (I), are unchanged 

during the clamp. However, basal hepatic glucose output (I) is altered. Serum triglyceride (J), glucose (K), 

and glucagon (L) are shown in 18-hr fasted and refed conditions. 
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Figure 3.5 

 

Figure 3.5: Glucagon sensitivity is reduced in SF1-AC mice. Glucagon tolerance was assayed in chow-fed 

(120 ug/kg, (A&B)), 5-days HFD-fed (60 ug/kg, (C&D)), and 4-month HFD-fed (120 ug/kg, (E&F)) WT and 

SF1-AC mice. To assay endogenous glucagon action, HFD-fed WT and SF1-AC animals were fasted 

overnight (20 hrs) before an intraperitoneal insulin injection (1.5 u/kg); blood glucose (G) and glucagon 

secretion (H) were monitored. To further demonstrate that endogenous glucagon action is impaired, 

HFD-fed WT and SF1-AC mice were fasted for two hours prior to an intraperitoneal arginine injection 

(2g/kg), and blood glucose (I-J), insulin secretion (K), and glucagon secretion (L) were monitored during 

the assay. 
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Figure 3.6 

 

Figure 3.6: Hepatic glucagon signaling and lipid metabolism are unaltered in SF1-AC animals. Glucagon 

receptor protein and PEPCK protein were analyzed by Western Blot (A). Quantifications are shown to 

the right. To analyze whole-body lipid metabolism, HFD-fed WT and SF1-AC animals were injected with 

3H-labeled triolein, and tissues were analyzed for lipid oxidation (B) and lipid uptake (C). 
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Supplemental Figure 3.1 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.1: SF1-AC animals do not have altered adrenal or testicular hormone secretion. 

Expression of AC is not changed in SF1-AC animals in liver (A). Despite increases in AC expression in 

testes and adrenals, testosterone (B) and corticosterone (C-D) are unchanged in SF1-AC animals. 

Representative adrenal H&E staining is shown in (E). 
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Supplemental Figure 3.2 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.2: Demonstration of electrophysiology technique. (A) Brightfield, (B) GFP, and 

(C) Alexa 594 illumination of the same neurons in WT (above) and SF1-AC animals (below). Scale bar is 

50 µm. 
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Supplemental Figure 3.3 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.3: Glucose tolerance is unchanged in chow-fed SF1-AC animals. Random-fed 

glucose (A) and insulin (B) were taken from chow-fed WT and SF1-AC animals. Glucose tolerance tests 

(2.5 g/kg, (C)) and insulin tolerance tests (0.75 u/kg, (D)) were performed.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.4 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.4: Demonstration of glucagon tolerance test kinetics in a model of improved 

insulin sensitivity. As a demonstration of the kinetics of a glucagon tolerance test in a model of 

improved insulin sensitivity, mice were fed high fat diet for 5 months, before animals were injected with 

myriocin (0.3 mg/kg) or vehicle (PBS and MeOH) every other day for 25 days. As expected, myriocin 

reduced body weight gain from HFD feeding (A). On the 25th day, animals were fasted for 1 hour before 

glucagon (120 ug/kg) was injected and blood glucose (B) was monitored.  
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Supplemental Figure 3.5 

Supplemental Figure 3.5: Adipose tissue β3-adrengergic receptor signaling is unaltered. HFD-fed WT 

and SF1-AC animals were injected with CL-316,243 (1.5 mg/kg) immediately following removal of food. 

Blood glucose (A), serum glycerol (B), serum free fatty acids (C), and serum insulin (D) were assayed 

during the experiment. 
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Chapter 4 

A blueprint for the future study of sphingolipids in hypothalamic regulation of body weight and 

glucose homeostasis 

 

Introduction 

 As discussed in Chapters 1-3, there is a growing body of literature demonstrating a role for 

sphingolipids in the hypothalamic control of body weight and glucose metabolism. Due to the novelty of 

the field, numerous gaps in our knowledge remain: which sphingolipids are important? Which cells in 

the hypothalamus are sensitive to altered sphingolipid content? Are cells other than neurons (such as 

glia) involved in hypothalamic sensing of sphingolipid content? 

 To answer these questions, we have made numerous genetic mouse models of altered 

sphingolipid metabolism. Using previously generated constitutive and inducible cre recombinase, loxP-

flanked enzymes and receptors, rosa26-rtTA, and TRE-driven alleles, we have interrogated sphingolipid 

metabolism in multiple cell types with a variety of tools. The preliminary data discussed below comprise 

a broad blueprint of where sphingolipid metabolism is important positionally in the hypothalamus, as 

well as which aspects of sphingolipid metabolism and signaling are important in the dysregulation of 

body weight and glucose homeostasis in obesity. 

Methods 

Animals. For these studies, all animals were bred to a C57Bl/6J background. All genetic alleles were 

previously generated and reported: tre-mitoNEET[92], GFAP-CreER[96], constitutive GFAP-cre[97], loxP-

flanked GCS[70], POMC-CreER[98], AgRP-CreER[99], loxP-flanked S1PR1[100], AgRP IRES-cre[101], 

POMC-cre[102]. For tre-driven gene expression, all animals were provided doxycycline (600 mg/kg) in 
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chow or high fat-high sucrose diet (HFD) as indicated. Body composition was measured by NMR (Bruker, 

Millerica, MA, USA). All animals were kept on a standard 12-hr light:dark cycle, and all manipulations 

were done during the light cycle. All control (WT) animals were littermate controls of the experimental 

animals. 

Oral glucose tolerance tests. For oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTT), animals were placed in a procedure 

room to acclimate and fasted for 5 hours. Glucose (2.5 g/kg) was injected to the stomach via oral gavage 

at the end of the fast, and blood glucose was measured at the indicated points. To measure glucose-

stimulated insulin secretion, serum was drawn before and 15 minutes after a glucose bolus.  

Insulin tolerance tests. Unless otherwise noted, animals were placed in a procedure room to acclimate 

and fasted for 3 hours. Insulin was prepared in PBS with a few mg of BSA as a carrier, and injected at 1.5 

U/kg intraperitoneally and blood glucose was measured at the indicated points.  

Serum insulin and glucagon measurement. For all serum insulin measurements, a commercially available 

insulin ELISA (Crystal Chem, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) was used according to manufacturer instructions. 

For serum glucagon measurements, a commercially available glucagon ELISA (Mercodia, Uppsala, 

Sweden) was used according to manufacturer instructions.  

Hyperglycemic clamps. Hyperglycemic clamps were performed on jugular-catheterized animals which 

were prepared as in Chapter 3. Briefly, animals were fasted for five hours in the morning. Next, glucose 

was infused to achieve a blood glucose of ~250 mg/dL. Blood was drawn at the indicated time points, 

and insulin was measured by insulin ELISA. 

Tamoxifen administration. For POMC-CreER mice, tamoxifen (150 µg/kg) was injected for five 

consecutive days before studies began. For AgRP-CreER mice, tamoxifen (150 µg/kg) was injected 

following an overnight fast; animals then received at least a two day break of normal feeding before 
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being fasted and injected again, for a total of 5 injections. For GFAP-CreER mice, tamoxifen (150 µg/kg) 

was injected at the indicated time points.  

Streptozotocin-induced diabetes. Two doses of streptozotocin (100 mg/kg) were injected following an 

overnight fast to induce moderate insulin-deficient diabetes in POMC AC mice. 

Arginine tolerance test. To assay whether pancreatic function was intact in GFAP-mitoNEET animals, 

arginine (2 g/kg) was injected into 2-hr fasted animals. Glucagon and insulin were measured by ELISA at 

0 and 15 minutes following the injection. 

Gene expression. Tissues were harvested, dissected as needed, and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. To 

extract mRNA, tissues were homogenized in Trizol and extracted according to manufacturer 

specifications (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). mRNA concentration was measured with a 

spectrophotometer, and cDNA was created using a kit according to manufacturer instructions (Thermo 

Fisher). Gene expression was assayed using the primers described in Chapter 2.  

Results & Discussion 

Ablation of glucosylceramide synthase in astrocytes alters body weight regulation with minimal effects in 

POMC neurons and uncertain effects in AgRP neurons.  

To study the importance of glucosylceramides in hypothalamic body weight regulation (see 

Chapter 1), we bred previously generated animals harboring glucosylceramide synthase (GCS) loxP-

flanked alleles with animals expressing tamoxifen-inducible cre in GFAP-expressing cells. The resulting 

animals (termed GFAP GCSKO) will ablate expression of GCS in astrocytes upon administration of 

tamoxifen. To understand whether ablation of GCS in astrocytes could prevent high fat diet-induced 

obesity, we injected tamoxifen for five consecutive days before providing high fat diet, allowing us to 

examine whether glucosylceramide accumulation or production in astrocytes plays a role in early diet-
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induced weight gain. However, during the 10 weeks of HFD feeding GFAP GCSKO animals did not 

demonstrate any difference in body weight (Figure 4.1A). However, as GFAP-cre may not be fully 

expressed under chow fed conditions[103], we repeated this experiment with a spaced tamoxifen 

regimen, where HFD and tamoxifen were administered concurrently (as depicted in Figure 4.1B). Using 

this protocol, tamoxifen administration occurs concurrently (rather than prior to) HFD-mediated 

activation of the GFAP promoter in astrocytes, which may allow for more robust expression of creER and 

subsequent excision of the loxP-flanked GCS allele. In this paradigm, we noted a striking decrease in 

body weight in animals with GCS deleted from GFAP-expressing cells (Figure 4.1B). Furthermore, we 

analyzed food intake after the divergence in body weight, and noted a substantial decrease in feed 

efficiency and increase in food intake per body weight, suggesting a possible difference in energy 

expenditure (Figure 4.1C-D). In agreement, hypothalamic gene expression demonstrated a significant 

increase in expression of the orexigenic peptide Agrp in GFAP GCSKO animals, as well as a surprising 

increase in Il-6 expression (Figure 4.1E). Interestingly, when we examined the brains and livers of the 

GFAP GCSKO animals for excision of GCS, GCS excision was only detected in the liver, but not in the brain 

(Figure 4.1F). This is surprising, as we had expected to find plentiful excision in the brain (where GFAP-

expressing astrocytes exist and robustly express GFAP following high fat feeding) with minimal excision 

in the liver, where scarce hepatic stellate cells that may express GFAP exist, particularly in a context 

where the liver has not been challenged with an exogenous stress other than HFD. Thus, these studies 

raise the question of whether the effects we see of GCS ablation is due to ablation of GCS in astrocytes 

in the brain or ablation of GCS in hepatic stellate cells.  

Together, these preliminary findings suggest a strong effect of glucosylceramide accumulation 

and synthesis in astrocytes (or, perhaps, hepatic stellate cells) in mediating high fat diet-induced weight 

gain. To further understand the mechanism behind this, GFAP GCSKO animals should be evaluated in 

metabolic chambers to understand the driver of the changes in body weight: is this phenotype energy-
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expenditure related, food intake-related, or a combination of the two? The preliminary data in Figure 

4.1C-D suggest that the phenotype will be related to increased energy expenditure. It will also be 

imperative to determine whether ablation of GCS in astrocytes also has effects on glucose homeostasis; 

due to the meaningful change in body weight that we observed in the second paradigm (Figure 4.1B), 

we elected not to carry out measurements of glucose tolerance or insulin sensitivity in this cohort.  

Finally, to dissect whether the phenotype of GFAP GCSKO animals is mediated by GCS ablation in 

astrocytes or hepatic stellate cells, we plan to cross the loxP-flanked GCS allele with a novel 

lecithin:retinol acyltransferase (LRAT) promoter-driven rtTA and previously generated tre-cre alleles. 

LRAT is expressed exclusively by hepatic stellate cells[104]; this novel LRAT-rtTA (produced by the lab of 

Philip Scherer) will allow for ablation of GCS exclusively in hepatic stellate cells, allowing us to determine 

whether the metabolic effects in the GFAP GCSKO animals are due to GCS  ablation in astrocytes or in 

hepatic stellate cells. 

Ablation of glucosylceramide synthase results in minimal effects in POMC neurons and uncertain effects 

in AgRP neurons.  

 As others have demonstrated that GCS inhibition in the hypothalamus has potent effects on 

body weight, we attempted to genetically manipulate two arcuate neuron populations, those that 

express AgRP and those that express POMC. AgRP and POMC neurons are well-characterized as vital 

players in neuronal body weight and glucose homeostasis[reviewed in 105]. As above, previously-

generated tamoxifen inducible cre lines were bred with loxP-flanked GCS lines, yielding AgRP GCSKO and 

POMC GCSKO animals. To test whether accumulation of glucosylceramides in POMC neurons contributes 

to HFD-induced weight gain, we ablated GCS expression using a previously reported tamoxifen injection 

protocol of five daily tamoxifen injections[98]. In both chow and high fat diet-fed conditions, we did not 

detect any alterations in body weight when GCS is ablated in POMC neurons (Figure 4.2A-B). 
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Interestingly, we did note a significant decrease in glucose tolerance without significantly altered insulin 

sensitivity on HFD, although this effect was relatively minor (Figure 4.2C-D). As these effects were 

insignificant, we elected not to continue phenotyping these animals. 

As AgRP neurons are the better appreciated body weight regulating neurons, we were 

interested to see the effects of GCS ablation in AgRP neurons; unfortunately, we discovered that AgRP 

GCSKO mice demonstrated a significantly lower body weight prior to any tamoxifen injections, 

confounding any inferences of the effect of ablating GCS in AgRP neurons (Figure 4.2E). This 

phenomenon was strong enough that animals could be reliably assigned a genotype by visual inspection 

alone, with following confirmation by PCR with 100% success rate (data not shown). This finding remains 

wholly unexplained, as we and others have not noted any change in body weight in animals carrying 

either the homozygous floxed alleles or the tamoxifen inducible AgRP cre allele[99].  

In summary, although others have shown that inhibition of GCS in the hypothalamus has potent 

effects on body weight[51], our data suggests that these effects are mediated outside of POMC neurons; 

we cannot rule out effects in AgRP neurons (which are well-known for their effects on body weight 

regulation) due to the robust body weight phenotype in these animals prior to administration of 

tamoxifen. However, in combination with our previously described data in GFAP GCSKO animals, we 

would speculate that the effects of GCS inhibition on body weight are mediated through astrocytes and 

not hypothalamic neurons.  

Ablation of sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 in AgRP-expressing neurons reduces HFD-induced weight 

gain, but does not alter weight gain when ablated in POMC- or GFAP-expressing cells. 

 Previous studies have demonstrated important roles for sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) 

signaling in hypothalamic control of body weight. Others have found that intracerebroventricular S1P 

injections causes marked reductions in food intake and increases in thermogenesis by driving STAT3 
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signaling [106]; in that study, the authors had postulated that sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 

(S1PR1) receptors in POMC neurons mediated these effects. In the hypothalamus, S1PR1 is expressed 

most robustly in arcuate, ventromedial, and dorsomedial hypothalamus[106]; additionally, expression of 

S1PR1 seems to be restricted to neurons, with S1PR1 demonstrating minimal colocalization with GFAP.    

As we have access to the genetic tools to inducibly ablate S1PR1 in POMC neurons, AgRP 

neurons, or astrocytes, we decided to investigate whether S1P signaling in the hypothalamus exerts its 

effects through these neuronal or astrocytic populations. To study the importance of S1P in 

hypothalamic body weight regulation, we utilized previously generated tamoxifen-inducible POMC-

creER, AgRP-creER, or GFAP-creER mice bred with previously generated loxP-flanked S1PR1 animals. 

These animals allow for tamoxifen-inducible ablation of S1PR1 in the cells of our choice. Although the 

previous work had suggested that S1PR1 receptors in POMC neurons mediated the effects of 

intracerebroventricular S1P injections, we were surprised to find that tamoxifen-induced ablation of 

S1PR1 in POMC neurons caused no change in body weight on HFD (Figure 4.3A). Furthermore, no 

changes in 24-hour fasted rebound food intake were noted in these animals (Figure 4.3B). As POMC 

neurons also play a significant role in glucose homeostasis, we were also surprised to find that S1PR1 

ablation in POMC neurons did not alter glucose homeostasis, with S1PR1KO animals demonstrating 

identical glucose tolerance to wild-type counterparts (Figure 4.3C). Similarly, we did not note any 

changes in body weight regulation when knocking out S1PR1 in GFAP-expressing cells (Figure 4.3D), in 

agreement with the previous observation that S1PR1 and GFAP do not colocalize in the hypothalamus. 

 Although the previous report had indicated that POMC S1PR1 receptors may be responsible for 

the effects of S1P on hypothalamic body weight control, we hypothesized that those effects may be 

mediated by AgRP neurons in the arcuate hypothalamus. Indeed, when S1PR1 was inducibly deleted in 

AgRP neurons, the resulting AgRP S1PR1 KO mice were rendered highly resistant to HFD-induced obesity  

(Figure 4.4A). Despite an approximate difference of 15g in body weight by the end of the study, AgRP 
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S1PR1 KO animals demonstrated similar food intake to WT animals (Figure 4.4B); accordingly, AgRP 

S1PR1 KO mice demonstrated a trend to increased food intake when expressed as a percentage of body 

weight (Figure 4.4C). Additionally, rebound feeding (following a 24-hour fast) was unchanged in AgRP 

S1PR1 KO animals in both absolute and body-weight-relative terms (Figure 4.4D). The lack of difference 

in food intake despite significantly decreased body weight suggests that alterations in energy 

expenditure may explain the differences in body weight that developed during the study. However, as 

these food intake studies were conducted at the end of the body weight study (after significant body 

divergence), it is possible that differences in food intake during the divergence in body weight is 

responsible for the phenotype rather than changes in energy expenditure. Metabolic cage studies in 

weight matched cohorts are warranted to discern between these two explanations.  

 Regardless, these findings contrast starkly with those previously reported when S1P is injected 

directly into the brains of rats (as previously reported) in a number of important ways.  First, the 

previous work had shown that S1P acted in the hypothalamus to cause decreased food intake and body 

weight. Conversely, we would expect that removal of S1PR1 in hypothalamic neurons would cause 

weight gain; this was not found to be the case, as knocking out S1PR1 in AgRP neurons also caused 

weight loss. It is plausible that this discrepancy may be mediated by neuronal populations outside of the 

ones studied here, which may have an opposite response to S1P that is strong enough to override that 

of AgRP neurons. Additionally, the previous work had implicated S1PR1 in POMC neurons as a key 

mediator S1P’s body weight regulation, whereas our work would suggest an important role for S1P 

signaling in AgRP neurons, but not POMC neurons.  

Overexpression of mitoNEET in astrocytes decreases body weight and impairs glucose tolerance by 

reducing insulin secretion 
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 It has been recently demonstrated that lipolysis in the hypothalamus and hippocampus serves a 

vital role in body weight regulation in studies which modulate lipoprotein lipase activity in the brain[50, 

107].  We were interested in whether these effects may be mediated by β-oxidation in neurons of the 

hypothalamus. To modulate tissue-specific β-oxidation, our group has previously generated a construct 

to overexpress mitoNEET in a tet-controlled manner. MitoNEET is able to reduce β-oxidation by 

inhibiting mitochondrial iron transport[92, 108]. Although others (personal communication from K. 

Williams) have found little role for β-oxidation in body weight and glucose regulation in POMC neurons, 

we were curious whether there was a role for β-oxidation in the regulation of glucose and body weight 

by astrocytes. To answer this, we bred previously generated GFAP-cre, rosa26-rtTA, and tre-mitoNEET 

animals to yield animals that overexpress mitoNEET in astrocytes upon the administration of doxycycline 

in the diet (GFAP-mitoNEET). When challenged with high fat diet, GFAP-mitoNEET mice gained less 

weight that wild type littermates (Figure 4.5A). In a second cohort of animals, we assayed glucose 

homeostasis in weight-matched mice and found a surprising decrement in glucose tolerance (Figure 

4.5B). This worsening of glucose tolerance was noted to occur along with a greatly attenuated  (but not 

statistically significant) insulin secretion in response to an oral glucose bolus (Figure 4.5C). As may be 

expected in animals secreting less insulin, GFAP-mitoNEET mice were also more insulin sensitive than 

their wild-type counterparts when assayed by an insulin tolerance test (Figure 4.5D). We next asked 

whether the decrease in insulin secretion was due to reduced pancreatic function, or a bona fide 

decrease in sensitivity to increased circulating glucose. To test this, we injected arginine, which will 

completely depolarize (and degranulate) α- and β-cells of the pancreas. Interestingly, we did not note 

any significant changes in insulin or glucagon secretion following arginine, demonstrating an intact 

endocrine pancreas and islets (Figure 4.5E-F). Finally, we attempted the gold standard of insulin 

secretion assays, the hyperglycemic clamp, where animals are infused with supraphysiologic glucose and 

insulin secretion is monitored. Unfortunately, we were not able to demonstrate an increase in serum 
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insulin in either GFAP-mitoNEET or control animals despite the infusion of large amounts of glucose; 

however, in agreement with our earlier data, GFAP-mitoNEET mice demonstrated lower serum insulin 

during the course of the study (Figure 4.5G). Thus, our preliminary data indicates that mitoNEET 

overexpression in astrocytes serves to blunt weight gain on HFD and reduces glucose tolerance by 

impaired insulin secretion. It is logical to assume that the decreased insulin secretion in response to a 

glucose bolus may, over a chronic high fat diet feeding, cause reduced body weight gain, owing to 

insulin’s well-recognized role in promoting adipogenesis. Regardless, further study is required to dissect 

the mechanism by which body weight gain is altered in GFAP-mitoNEET animals. 

 Interestingly, alterations of insulin secretion by perturbing astrocyte function have recently been 

reported: others have found that ablation of insulin receptor in astrocytes can decrease insulin secretion 

following an oral glucose bolus, leading to glucose intolerance[109]. It was postulated that these 

changes were due to altered glucose sensing by hypothalamic astrocytes following insulin receptor 

ablation. Our data demonstrate further evidence that astrocyte nutrient sensing is important in glycemic 

regulation following meals, as well as in regulating body weight. 

Reduction of ceramide content in AgRP neurons does not alter body weight or glucose homeostasis, 

while reducing ceramide content in POMC neurons alters body weight in females and streptozotocin-

induced glucose handling in males. 

As we have previously demonstrated (Chapter 3), ceramide accumulation during high fat 

feeding plays a vital role in altering hypothalamic control of glucose homeostasis. Indeed, as we had 

shown that VMH neurons respond to ceramide accumulation, we became curious whether this was also 

true of neurons within the arcuate hypothalamus, particularly the well-characterized AgRP and POMC 

neurons. To answer this, we bred the previously generated rosa26-rtTA and tre-AC mice with 

constitutive AgRP- and POMC-driven cre animals to generate dox-inducible tissue-specific 
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overexpression of AC (and reduction of ceramide) in AgRP or POMC neurons, respectively. As ceramide 

accumulation in hypothalamic neurons has been shown to result in increased weight gain (reviewed in 

Chapter 1), we predicted that lowering ceramides in AgRP neurons would result in reduced body weight 

in response to HFD. However, in AgRP AC animals, we noted no differences in body weight or body 

composition after high fat feeding (Figure 4.6A-B). Additionally, we did not detect differences in glucose 

tolerance in AgRP AC animals (Figure 4.6C).  

 Although we found no effect of AC overexpression in AgRP neurons, we were interested to 

determine whether POMC neurons were instead responsible for the deleterious effects of ceramides on 

central body weight and glucose regulation. Interestingly, we discovered a sexually dimorphic 

phenotype in the response to AC overexpression in POMC neurons. In male mice, we noted no 

differences in body weight gain following high fat diet (Figure 4.7A). Additionally, oral glucose tolerance 

and insulin sensitivity were unchanged following high fat feeding (Figure 4.7B-C). To further determine 

whether ceramide accumulation in POMC neurons were important in the maintenance of glucose 

homeostasis, we challenged a cohort of animals with streptozotocin to induce an insulin deficient state. 

Interestingly, we did note a significant improvement in glucose homeostasis in a trial of streptozotocin-

treated POMC AC males (Figure 4.7D). This effect was noted to be independent of insulin and glucagon 

secretion, as serum insulin was unchanged (and at the low limits of detection) with serum glucagon 

being unchanged (and higher than normal) during the oral glucose challenge (Figure 4.7E-F). Although 

male POMC AC mice did not have any detectable differences after high fat feeding, in females we noted 

a dramatic increase in the body weight of POMC AC animals (Figure 4.8A). Despite the large difference 

in body weight, no alterations in glucose tolerance were noted (Figure 4.8B) due to the pronounced 

compensation of increased insulin secretion during the oral glucose challenge (Figure 4.8C). However, 

POMC AC females were less insulin sensitive than their WT counterparts, as anticipated by their greatly 

increased body weight (Figure 4.8D). This sexually dimorphic phenotype was surprising in two respects. 
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First, it was surprising that there was no effect of AC overexpression in males, as most of the 

pharmacological ceramide inhibition studies (reviewed in Chapter 1) which showed an effect on body 

weight were done in males. Second, it was surprising that AC overexpression in females led to increased 

body weight and blunted insulin sensitivity; other studies had shown that reducing ceramides in the 

hypothalamus should be salutary for both weight gain and glucose homeostasis, whereas these studies 

suggest the opposite conclusion.   

 To test whether the effects of ceramide depletion in the arcuate hypothalamus of male mice 

required actions on both POMC and AgRP neurons, we created a mouse model overexpressing acid 

ceramidase in both POMC and AgRP neurons by breeding animals containing both POMC-cre and AgRP-

cre to the previously described Rosa26-rtTA and tre-AC animals (mice termed Double AC).  When 

challenged with high fat diet for four months, Double AC animals did not display any improvements in 

body weight gain (Figure 4.9A). Furthermore, Double AC animals did not have altered glucose tolerance 

(Figure 4.9B) following the high fat feeding. Finally, to understand whether ceramide accumulation had 

any role in maintaining the hypothalamic set point following reversal of high fat feeding, we returned 

these animals to a dox-chow diet after the four month high fat diet period. However, even after a month 

of chow diet Double AC animals failed to lose weight any faster than wild type littermates (Figure 4.9C), 

thus demonstrating that ceramide accumulation following high fat feeding in arcuate neurons is also not 

responsible for altering the hypothalamic set-point in obesity. 

 These data conclusively demonstrate that ceramide accumulation in arcuate neurons plays little 

role in altering body weight homeostasis in male mouse models. In POMC AC, AgRP AC, or the Double 

AC mouse models we consistently found no alterations in body weight or body composition across 

multiple cohorts of mice.  Similarly, no role was found for ceramides in these neurons in altering glucose 

homeostasis, as tested in multiple cohorts. The only phenotypic difference observed was in POMC AC 

males which were challenged with streptozotocin, which displayed a moderate improvement in glucose 
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tolerance despite unaltered insulin secretion during the OGTT. The mechanism behind this change 

remains to be elucidated. However, we did discover a clear role for POMC neuron ceramides in 

modulating body weight in females. This was surprising, as the importance of a sexual dimorphism in 

ceramide-mediated effects has not been reported in the literature. Furthermore, the preponderance of 

data in the literature would suggest that lowering ceramides in the hypothalamus should be protective 

against HFD-induced weight gain, whereas our data in female mice suggests the opposite. This may 

relate to the fact that most of the data in the literature has been derived in male mice and not reported 

in female mice. Furthermore, it is possible that the physiology of sphingolipid accumulation in females is 

different from that in males; while HFD-fed males have markedly increased ceramide, glucosylceramide, 

and sphingomyelin in the hypothalamus, HFD-fed females demonstrate decreased levels of these 

lipids[110]. Thus, it is logical to propose that a sexual dimorphism may exist in the response to ceramide 

depletion in the hypothalamus in obesity, such that lowering ceramide content in female hypothalami 

below their baseline levels is deleterious. 

Conclusion 

 The data described above are comprised of a number of manipulations of sphingolipid 

metabolism in multiple cell types in the hypothalamus. In summary, they describe a vital role for various 

sphingolipid species in multiple different hypothalamic cell types. Importantly, it appears that many of 

the effects of sphingolipid accumulation in the hypothalamus occur outside of the well-studied neurons 

of the arcuate hypothalamus, the POMC and AgRP neurons. This is surprising, as POMC and AgRP 

neurons are both known to be key players in hypothalamic control of metabolism; it was logical to 

expect that they would mediate at least some of the effects of ceramide accumulation during obesity on 

dysregulation of body weight and glucose homeostasis. 
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Indeed, the strongest and most reproducible effects we observed were when lipid metabolism 

was altered in astrocytes in the hypothalamus by either ablating glucosylceramide synthesis or 

overexpressing mitoNEET. This begets the working hypothesis that most of the effects of accumulation 

of sphingolipids in the hypothalamus are mediated through astrocytes (or other glia), rather than in 

neurons per se. Indeed, the mechanism by which astrocytes exert their effects to alter neuronal control 

of metabolism is an area of active research; the above data argue that it will be necessary to utilize the 

tools being developed to study the astrocyte’s role in metabolism to truly understand the role of 

sphingolipids in hypothalamic control of metabolism. 

Finally, the discovery that derivatives of ceramide such as S1P and glucosylceramide both have 

important roles in regulating body weight, while ceramides per se seem to lack much role in arcuate 

control of body weight is somewhat surprising, particularly considering the pharmacological studies 

outlined in Chapter 1. Indeed, our studies show a vital role for S1P signaling in regulating body weight in 

AgRP neurons, whereas decreasing ceramide content in these same neurons does not demonstrate a 

potent phenotype.  

These data provide an important blueprint for future studies on sphingolipid-mediated changes 

in neuronal control of metabolism. In summary, it appears that hypothalamic glia should be the target of 

future studies, while select manipulations of hypothalamic neuronal populations may bear fruit as well. 
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Figure 4.1 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Ablation of glucosylceramide synthase in astrocytes causes resistance to HFD-induced 

weight gain. WT and GFAP GCSKO mice were treated with tamoxifen (150 µg/kg) before HFD and body 

weight was monitored (A). In a second cohort of animals, WT and GFAP GCSKO mice were treated with 

tamoxifen before and during HFD feeding (B). Food intake (C) and feed efficiency (D) were monitored at 

the end of the concurrent tamoxifen-HFD study in (B). Following sacrifice, hypothalamic gene expression 

was assayed in WT and GFAP GCSKO mice (E). Finally, PCR was carried out on liver and brain to detect the 

GCS excision product (F). n = 4-5 per group, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
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Figure 4.2 

 

Figure 4.2: Ablation of glucosylceramide synthase in POMC neurons does not alter HFD-induced 

weight gain or insulin resistance. WT and POMC GCSKO  animals were treated with tamoxifen (150 

µg/kg) for 5 days prior to chow (A) or HFD (B) administration. Glucose tolerance (C) and insulin tolerance 

(D) were assayed in the HFD-fed animals. Body weights were measured in WT and AgRP GCSKO prior to 

tamoxifen administration (E). n ≥ 4 per group, * p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.3 

 

Figure 4.3: Ablation of S1PR1 in POMC neurons or astrocytes does not alter weight gain or insulin 

sensitivity. WT and POMC S1PR1KO animals were injected with tamoxifen (150 µg/kg) daily for five days 

before being provided high fat diet and monitoring body weight (A) (n = 5 per group). Following a 24-hr 

fast, WT and P POMC S1PR1KO were provided food, and food intake was measured over the next 16 

hours (B). Oral glucose tolerance was assayed in WT and POMC S1PR1KO during HFD feeding (C). WT and 

GFAP S1PR1KO mice were provided HFD and given a single tamoxifen injection (150 µg/kg) at day 0 and 

again at day 49 (D) (n = 3-4 per group).   
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Figure 4.4 

 

Figure 4.4: Ablation of S1PR1 in AgRP neurons decreases HFD-induced weight gain without altering 

food intake. WT and AgRP S1PR1KO animals were fasted overnight and injected with tamoxifen (150 

µg/kg) five times (with multiple days of rest between tamoxifen injections). After the induction of S1PR1 

ablation, animals were provided HFD and body weights were monitored (A). Following the divergence of 

body weight, mice were single housed, and food intake was measured (B&C). After a 24-hour fast, mice 

were provided food for 16 hours and food intake was measured (D). n = 6 per group, * p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.5

 

Figure 4.5: Overexpression of mitoNEET in astrocytes reduces body weight gain and decreases glucose 

tolerance due to decreased insulin secretion. WT and GFAP-mitoNEET mice were placed on HFD-dox 

and body weights were monitored for 6 weeks (A). Glucose tolerance (B) and glucose-stimulated insulin 

secretion (C) were assayed after 2.5 weeks of HFD-dox. Insulin tolerance was also assayed following high 

fat feeding (D). Insulin (E) and glucagon (F) were measured following an intraperitoneal injection of 

arginine (2 g/kg). Finally, insulin was measured periodically during a hyperglycemic clamp (G). n ≥ 3 per 

group, p < 0.05.  
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Figure 4.6  

Figure 4.6: Overexpression of acid ceramidase in AgRP neurons does not alter body weight, body 

composition or glucose tolerance. WT and AgRP AC mice were provided HFD-dox, and body weight (A), 

body composition (B) and oral glucose tolerance (C) were assayed. n = 5-7 per group.  
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Figure 4.7 

 

Figure 4.7: Overexpression of acid ceramidase in POMC neurons of male mice does not alter HFD-

induced body weight gain or glucose intolerance, but confers minor protection to streptozotocin 

induced diabetes. WT and POMC AC mice were provided HFD-dox and body weight was monitored (A). 

Oral glucose tolerance (B) and insulin tolerance (C) were assayed at least 6 weeks following the 

beginning of HFD feeding. Streptozotocin (100 µg/kg) was injected in fasted animals twice, and mice 

were provided dox chow after one week. WT and POMC AC mice were assayed for oral glucose 

tolerance (D), and neither serum insulin (E) nor glucagon (F) were altered during the OGTT. n ≥ 5 per 

group, * p < 0.05.  
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Figure 4.8 

 

Figure 4.8: Overexpression of acid ceramidase in POMC neurons of female mice greatly increases diet-

induced weight gain, while preserving glucose tolerance in the face of insulin resistance. WT and 

POMC AC female mice were provided HFD-dox for 4 months, and body weight was monitored (A). After 

4 months of HFD feeding, animals were assayed for oral glucose tolerance (B) and glucose-stimulated 

insulin secretion (C). Insulin tolerance was then assayed (D). n = 5-9 per group, * p < 0.05.  
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Figure 4.9 

 

Figure 4.9: Overexpression of acid ceramidase in POMC and AgRP neurons of male mice does not alter 

HFD-induced body weight gain or glucose intolerance. WT and Double POMC/AgRP AC mice were 

provided HFD-dox for 4 months and body weight was monitored (A). After 4 months of HFD-dox, oral 

glucose tolerance was assayed (B). Following measurements of glucose tolerance, animals were 

switched to dox-chow from HFD and body weight was monitored (C).  
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